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ABSTRACT 

This thesis involves the investigation of parallelization and performance 

improvement for a class of radar signal processing techniques known as space-time 

adaptive processmg (STAP). The assumed platform, which consists of multiple DSPs, is 

the commercially avaUable Mercury RACE System. The main contribution of the thesis is 

the design and implementation of a network shnulator for the RACE system. This 

simulator allows for the performance of various parallel STAP algorithm implementations 

to be predicted for existing or future RACE system configurations. 

A major challenge of implementing paraUel STAP algorithms on multiprocessor 

systems is determining the best method for distributing the 3-D data cube across CEs of the 

multiprocessor system (i.e., the mapping strategy) and the scheduling of communication 

within each phase of computation. It is important to understand how mapping and 

scheduUng strategies affect overaU performance. The network simulator developed in this 

thesis is used to evaluate the performance of various mapping and scheduling strategies. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

After takhig office, the Clinton Administration launched an extensive uivestigation 

researching new methods and procedures for the procurement of federal government goods 

and services. In an attempt to assist in the reduction of waste and hidden costs. President 

Clinton, m a 1994 executive order, dhected aU heads of executive agencies to "increase the 

use of commercially available hems where practicable, place more emphasis on past 

contractor performance, and promote best value rather than simply low cost m selecthig 

sources of supplies and services" [1]. 

In addition to re-engineermg the pohcies of governmental acquishion, the Clinton 

Administration drastically reduced defense expenditures. As a result ofthe changing, and 

perhaps advancmg, governmental procurement methodology and military cost reductions, 

the Department of Defense (DoD) is moving towards commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) 

products for the design and deployment of military systems. There are a number of 

embedded military applications such as airborne target recognition systems, undersea sonar 

platforms, ground processing stations, and command and control systems hi which non

commercial resources are being abandoned. In particular, COTS parallel processmg 

systems are replacing custom embedded military sonar and radar systems on ships and 

ahbome aircraft [12]. 

In contrast to contemporary non-commercial products that involve costly custom 

engineering, ideally, COTS products offer lower cost hardware, faster development that 

reduces program lifecycle costs, and higher reliability while adhermg to strict size, weight, 

and power (SWAP) requhements of many mihtary applications. These characteristics of 

commercial products are achievable simply because of volume production and 

compatibiUty whh a wide range of applications. Furthermore, the practice of purchashig 

COTS equipment creates a compethive market that sthnulates both technological 

advancement and decreased costs [12]. 



As the demand for commercial embedded mihtary paraUel processmg systems rise, 

the number of companies producmg practical solutions to mihtary-based platforms is also 

hicreasmg. Mercury Computer Systems, Inc. plays a significant role in providing platforms 

for DoD computationally-mtensive embedded applications. Mercury's primary role for 

such applications involves supplying very high-performance real-thne computmg and data 

I/O capabihty [4]. Mercury Computer Systems provides state-of-the-art embedded real-

thne muhicomputer systems for typical dighal signal processmg platforms for intelligence 

data collection and processing. 

Dighal signal processmg is one of the core technologies central to the operation of 

military-based radar systems. Dighal signal processmg is the application of mathematical 

operations on a digitally represented sequence of samples from an analog signal. Smce 

theh emergence in the late 1980s, dighal signal processors (DSPs) have experienced 

tremendous growth rates hi areas of signal processing due to reductions in costs, advances 

in DSP architectures, and hnprovements in development tools. Shnply stated, a DSP is a 

special purpose microprocessor shnilar to a traditional microprocessor (e.g., Intel Pentium) 

that is optimized to perform mathematical operations such as multiplications, additions, and 

subtractions with greater efficiency. In addhion to theh increased performance for a class 

of computations, DSPs are generaUy silicon conservative and less expensive than general-

purpose microprocessors. 

Classical signal processhig algorithms are characterized by the need for high-

performance computing and hivolve repetitive, numerically-intensive tasks, which are 

ideally suhed to DSP technology. Processhig speeds of a single DSP are often insufficient 

to satisfy the computation demand of mihtary-based signal processhig applications. For 

such real-time signal processmg applications, parallel processing is requhed to meet the 

necessary performance requhements. 

1.2 Focus ofthe Thesis 

This thesis mvolves the investigation of parallelization and performance 

hnprovement for a class of radar signal processhig techiuques known as space-thne 

adaptive processmg (STAP). The assumed platform, which consists of muhiple DSPs, is 
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the commercially available Mercury RACE System [4]. The mam contribution of the 

thesis is the design and implementation ofa network shnulator for the RACE system. This 

shnulator allows for the performance of various parallel STAP algorithm hnplementations 

to be predicted for existhig or fiiture RACE system configurations. 

STAP involves signal processing methods that operate on data collected from a set of 

spatially distributed sensors over a given time mterval. Signal returns are composed of 

range, pulse, and antenna-element dighal samples; consequently, a three-dimensional (3-D) 

data cube naturally represents STAP data. STAP algorithms can provide unproved target 

detection hi the presence of interference through the adaptive nuUmg of both ground clutter 

and signal jammmg [18]. Typical parallel STAP involves shnultaneous processhig ofthe 

spatial signals received by the distmct elements of an array antenna and the temporal 

signals received from muhiple pulses ofa coherent radar waveform. 

Typical processing requhements for STAP range from 10-100 giga floatmg pomt 

operations (Gflops), which can only be met by multiprocessor systems composed of 

numerous hiterconnected compute elements (CEs) [13]. A CE contains a processor, local 

memory, and a connection to the network that interconnects the CEs. In most parallel 

STAP implementations, there are phases of computation hi which data must be exchanged 

among CEs. A major challenge of implementing parallel STAP algorithms on 

multiprocessor systems is determining the best method for distributing the 3-D data cube 

across CEs ofthe muhiprocessor system (i.e., the mappmg strategy) and the scheduling of 

communication within each phase of computation. It is important to understand how 

mapphig and scheduling strategies affect overall performance. The network simulator 

developed in this thesis is used to evaluate the performance of various mapphig and 

scheduling strategies. 

The remainder of this thesis is divided eight chapters. Chapter II provides an 

overview of radar signal processhig and a computation complexity analysis of two STAP 

algorhhms, namely fully-adaptive STAP and a partially adaptive heuristic (element-space 

post-Doppler STAP) used to approxhnate the opthnal solution. Chapter III briefly 

introduces the basic components of Mercury's RACE muhicomputer mcludmg a 

description of the CEs, the RACEway interconnection network, and network contention 
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resolution schemes. Chapter IV Ulustrates the challenges associated with hnplementmg 

STAP algorithms on a parallel-processing computer. Two basic paradigms for distributmg 

the 3-D STAP data cube among CEs of Mercury's RACE system are described. Chapter V 

presents small-scale examples to illustrate the effects that mappmg and scheduhng choices 

can have on network performance. In Chapter VI, the design of the shnulator, usmg the 

Unified Model Language (UML), is described and hlustrated. Chapter VII presents some 

numerical studies involvhig timing information obtamed from the shnulator. Fmally, 

Chapter VIII concludes the work whh a summary ofthe research and resuhs. 



CHAPTER II 

OVERVIEW OF STAP 

Current methods of radar date back to 1924, when the height ofthe ionosphere was 

first measured [16]. By 1935, the military started developmg radar-based weapon systems, 

and shortly after, at the outbreak of the war m 1939, mihtary radar stations were m 

operation. Durmg the war, the mihtary concealed knowledge of radar technology for 

obvious strategic reasons. Consequently, detailed technical information about radar was 

not released to the public until after the war. Today, radar technology has become an 

integral part of real-thne signal and hnage processing for defense and commercial 

applications. Modem ahbome radar systems are requhed to detect smaller and smaller 

targets hi the presence of clutter and interference. Space-time adaptive processing 

algorhhms have been developed to extract a deshed signal from potential target returns 

comprised of Doppler shifts resulthig from radar platform motion, clutter returns, and 

interference includmg jammmg. The sections below provide a brief overview of radar 

signal processing and STAP methods. For a thorough theoretical analysis of STAP, the 

reader is referred to [2, 18]. 

2.1 Radar Signal Processhig 

The basic concept of radar is relatively simple, ahhough hs practical implementation 

is not so trivial. In military envhonments, radar is used to extend the capabUity of human's 

senses for observhig the envhonment, especially the sense of vision. The basic purpose of 

radar is to detect the presence of an object of interest and provide mformation concerning 

that object's range, velocity, angular coordmates, size, and other parameters [11]. Radar 

operates by radiatmg electromagnetic (EM) energy, oscillathig at a predetermined 

frequency, / and duration, T, hito free space through an antenna. In general, the radar 

antenna forms a beam of EM energy that concentrates the EM wave mto a given dhection 

[3]. By effectively rotatmg and pomthig the antenna, the transmitted radar signal can be 

dhected to a deshed angular coordinate. 



An object or target located within the path of the transmitted radar beam will 

intercept a portion of the EM energy. The intercepted energy wiU be scattered in variou.s 

dhections from the target depending on the target's physical characteristics. In general, 

some of the transmitted energy wiU be reflected back in the direction of the radar. This 

retro-reflected energy is referred to as backscatter [3]. A portion of the backscattered wave 

or echo retum is received by the radar antenna. The echo returns, which are gathered by a 

set of sensors, are sampled, and the resuhing data is processed to identify targets and 

perform parameter estimation. The distance to the target is determined by measuring the 

time taken for the radar signal to travel to the target and back. Furthermore, the angulai" 

position of the target may be determined by the arrival direction of the backscattered wave. 

If relative motion exists between the target and radar, the shift in the carrier frequency of 

the reflected wave, also known as the Doppler effect, is a measure of the target's relative 

velocity and may be used to distinguish moving targets from stationary objects [14]. 

The basic role of the radar antenna is to act as a transducer between the free-space 

propagation and guided-wave propagation of the EM wave [15]. The specific function of 

the antenna during transmission is to concentrate the radiated energy into a shape beam 

directive that iUuminates targets in a desired direction. During reception, the antenna 

collects the energy from the reflected echo retums. Many varieties of radai* antennas have 

been used in radar systems. The type of radar antenna selected for a certain apphcation 

depends not only on the electrical and mechanical requirements dictated by the radar design 

specifications but also on hs apphcation. In airbome-radar applications, radar antennas 

must generate beams with shape dfrective pattems that can be scanned. 

The properties offered by antenna arrays are quite appealmg to airbome radar 

systems. Antenna arrays consist of multiple stationary elements, which are fed coherently, 

and use phase or time-delay control at each element to scan a beam to given angles in space 

[8]. The primary reason for usmg radar arrays is to produce a directive beam that can be 

repositioned electronically. An electronically steerable antenna array, whose beam steering 

is inertialess, is drasticaUy more cost effective when the mission requh-es surveying large 

sohd angles while trackmg a large number of targets [8]. Additionally, arrays are 



somethnes used in place of fixed aperture antennas because the muhiplicity of elements 

allows a more precise control ofthe radiatmg pattem 

The purpose of movmg-target indication (MTI) radar is to reject signal retums from 

stationary or unwanted slow-movmg targets, such as buildmgs, hills, tree, sea, ram, and 

snow, and retam detection hiformation on moving targets such as ahcraft and missiles [12]. 

The term Doppler radar refers to any radar capable of measurhig the shift between the 

transmitted frequency and the frequency of reflections received from possible targets [16]. 

Relative motion between a signal source and a receiver creates a Doppler shift ofthe source 

frequency. When a radar system hitercepts a movhig object that has a radial velochy 

component relative to the radar, the reflected signal's frequency is shifted. For example, 

consider a radar that emits a pulse of EM energy that is intercepted by both a building 

(fixed target) and an ahplane (movhig target) approaching the radar. As previously stated, 

each ofthe objects will scatter the hitercepted radar signal, which will include a portion of 

backscatter energy. After the reflected radar signal retums to the radar in a certain time 

period, a second pulse of EM energy is transmitted. The reflection ofthe second pulse of 

energy from the building is returned to the antenna in the same time period as the first 

pulse. However, the reflection ofthe second pulse from the movhig ahcraft retums to the 

antenna in less thne than the first pulse because the ahcraft is movmg towards the radar. 

This thne change between pulses is determmed by comparmg the phase of the received 

signal with the phase ofthe reference oscillator ofthe radar [12]. If the phase of received 

consecutive pulses change, the object of interest is m motion. 

2.2 STAP Algorithms 

The objective of many ahbome radar systems is to search the given space for 

potential targets. Future ahbome radars will be requhed to detect mcreashigly smaller 

targets hi the presence of mterference such as clutter, jamming, noise, and platform motioiL 

If the hiterference is localized in frequency and comes from a limited number of sources, 

targets can be detected by usmg adaptive spatial weighthig ofthe data from each element of 

an antenna array [2]. By applymg the computed weights to the data, the effects of 

hiterference can be reduced thus mcreasmg the reception of the reflected signal. For an 
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ahbome radar platform that is m motion, the Doppler spread of the clutter retums is 

significantly wider, and the clutter characteristics are highly variable due to the changmg 

ground terrahi. For this reason, the use of an antenna array provides the potential for 

hnproved ahbome radar performance. Because of the added dimensionahty of received 

data, the weights must now be adapted from the data in both the thne and space 

dimensions. This signal processing method is referred to as STAP, which is an adaptive 

processhig technique that simuhaneously combines the signals received from muhiple 

elements of an antenna array (the spatial domam) and from muhiple pulses (the temporal 

domahi) ofa coherent processmg mterval (CPI) [18]. The paragraphs to foUow provide a 

general description of the computation complexity involved m hnplementing two STAP 

algorhhms, namely fully adaptive STAP and element-space post-Doppler. For a detailed 

theoretical foundation and computational complexity analysis of STAP algorhhms, the 

reader is referred to [2, 18]. 

Consider an A'̂  element ahbome radar array that transmits a coherent burst of M 

pulses at a constant pulse repethion frequency (PRF) fr = l/T ,̂ where Tr is the pulse 

repetition interval (PRI). The thne interval over which the EM echo retums are collected is 

referred to as the coherent processing interval (CPI), and the resultant length of one CPI is 

MTr. For each ofthe Mpulses, L range samples are coUected by each array element. Whh 

M pulses and A/̂  array channels, the retum signal for one CPI is composed of ZMV complex 

signal samples [18]. Because the signal retums are composed of Z range gates, M pulses, 

and N antenna array samples, the data may be visually represented by the three-

dimensional data set shown m Fig. 2.1. This LxMxNdata set wiU be referred to as the 

CPI data cube [18]. 

Let x„mi represent the «'̂  array element and the m'^ pulse at the /''' range sample time 

[26]. Next, defme x^j to represent an A^xl column vector, or a spatial snapshot, composed 

of the complex retum signals from each array element for the m'^ pulse and the /''' range. 

By combhung aU ofthe spatial snapshots at a given range of interest, an NxM matrix Xi 

can be formed, where X, = [x^j, Xjj,Xy, • • •, x̂ ^ / J. The shaded plane m Fig. 2.1, referred 

to as a range gate, represents the Xi spatial snapshot at the / range. To detect the presence 
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of a target whhin a range gate, a linear fiher or space-time processor combmes the data 

samples from the range gate to produce a scalar output, which is then typically passed 

through a threshold process for target detection. 

MN samples for 
a fixed range gate 

N 

Array 
Element 

1 

y-

• 

1 M 
PRI 

y ^ Range 

L 

Fig. 2.1 The STAP CPI three-dimensional data cube (derived from [18]). 

Three pipelined phases of processing comprise the generic space-time processor (see 

Fig. 2.2). Fhst, a set of rules called the training strategy is applied to the data to esthnate 

the hiterference. The objective of trahimg strategy is to provide a good esthnate of the 

hiterference at a given range gate. Because the interference is unknown, the trahiing data is 

esthnated data-adaptively from the STAP data cube. 

The traming data computed m phase one is used as input to calculate the adaptive 

weight vector in phase two. In general, the weight computation phase is the most 

computation-intense portion of the space-time processor. Typically, weight computation 

requhes the solution ofa lmear system of equations [18]. Addhionally, each time the 

training data changes, a new weight vector must be computed. The most common weight 

computation strategy is called sample matrbc mversion (SMI). In an SMI approach, the 

weight vector is computed from the mverse of the covariance matrix of training data or a 

QR-Decomposhion ofthe matrix of tramhig data. After calculatmg a smgle weight vector, 

the final phase of weight application commences. 



CPI Data Cube 

SPACE-TIME PROCESSOR 1 
Weight 

Application 
z= w*^ 

I 
Weight 

Computation 

Training 
Data 

Traininp 
Strategy 

Target 
Decision 

Fig. 2.2 Generic space-thne adaptive processor (derived from [18]). 

In the final phase, a scalar output is obtahied by computing the inner product of the 

weight vector and range gate of mterest. The scalar output is compared to a threshold value 

to determine if a target is present at a specified angle and Doppler [18]. Because a potential 

target's angle and velocity are unknown, the space-time processor computes multiple 

weight vectors to cover all possible target angles, ranges, and velochies at which target 

detection is to be queried [18]. 

Fully adaptive STAP refers to a space-time processor that computes and applies a 

separate adaptive weight to every array element and pulse. The size ofthe weight vector for 

fully adaptive STAP is MN. In order to compute the weight vector, a system of ACV lmear 

equations whh dimension MN must be solved; thus, computmg a shigle weight vector 

requhes a 0{{MNf) operations [18]. For many conventional radar systems, the product of 

MN may vary from several hundred to several thousand with M and N both ranghig from 

10 to several hundred. Furthermore, a weight vector must be calculated for each trahiing 

set used. The sheer computational complexity necessary to compute the weight vectors for 

fully adaptive STAP, m real-thne, is typically beyond the capabiUties of current computing 

systems (especially m cases where there is Ihnhed power and space for the computmg 
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system onboard an ahcraft). This fact alone renders fuUy adaptive STAP Unpractical and 

provides adequate motivation for the formulation of ahemative heuristic algorithms. 

The goal of partially adaptive algorithms is to break the fiiUy adaptive problem mto 

reduced-dhnension adaptive problems while maintaming near-optimal resuhs. A partially 

adaptive processor gathers the large set of mput signals from the CPI data cube, transforms 

them into a reduced number of signals, and solves the reduced-dimension fiherhig problem 

whh the newly transformed data [18]. Partially adaptive algorithms are classified 

according to the type of preprocessing performed fhst. For instance, m element-space pre-

Doppler STAP adaptive-processing is followed by Doppler fihering. 

In element-space STAP algorithms, every array element is adaptively weighted. The 

advantage of element-space approaches is that they retam full spatial dimensionaUty while 

decreasing the overall problem size by reduchig the number of temporal degrees of 

freedom prior to adaptation [18]. Algorithms belonghig to the class of element-space post-

Doppler STAP perform filterhig on the data along the pulse dimension, referred to as 

Doppler filterhig, for each channel prior to adaptive filterhig. After Doppler filtering, an 

adaptive weight problem is solved for each range and pulse data vector. By using element-

space post-Doppler STAP, the computational complexity is reduced to M separate Â -

dimensional adaptive problems. The focus of the proposed research assumes that STAP 

will be implemented using the element-space post-Doppler partially adaptive algorithm. 
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CHAPTER III 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE PARALLEL SYSTEM 

Shice the conceptual development and implementation of serial computers m the mid 

1940's, theh computing speed, complexity, and reliabihty has steadily and drasticaU>' 

increased to meet the demands of emerging problems. However, the physical constramt 

imposed by the speed of light limits indefinite improvements m the serial computer 

domahi. Because ofthe imposed physical constraints, serial computers are unable to meet 

the throughput requhements necessary to solve certain complex real-time applications such 

as embedded medical image processhig and military signal processhig. A natural way to 

chcumvent this problem is to use an ensemble of processors to solve both existing and 

fiiture problems. The fifth generation of computers is emphasizmg scalable parallel 

processmg machines to solve complex large-scale problems. ParaUel processmg has 

emerged as a key hardware technology m modem computers, driven mainly by the demand 

for higher performance, lower costs, and sustained productivity in real-thne apphcations 

[5]. 

3.1 ParaUel Architectures 

In general, parallel architectures may be categorized mto two ftmdamental classes, 

namely, shared-memory muhiprocessors and message-passing muhicomputers. 

Distmguishing the two taxonomies of paraUel systems Ues m theh hnplementation of 

memory sharing and interprocessor communication. In a shared-memory muhiprocessor 

architecture, a shared-memory address space is commonly accessible by all processors 

whhin the system. Processors communicate with each other by modifying data objects m 

the shared-memory address space. In a message-passhig muhicomputer system, each 

compute node is composed of a processor and hs own local memory, unshared with aU 

other compute nodes. Compute nodes are connected with each other via a common data 

communication fabric or mterconnection network. Interprocessor communication is 

accomplished by passmg messages through the mterconnection network. 
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3.2 Mercury's RACE Muhicomputer 

In recent years, Mercury Computer Systems, Inc. has emerged as one ofthe leaders m 

the development and manufacturhig of commercially available, high-performance, 

embedded heterogeneous message-passmg muhicomputer systems. Mercury's RACE 

muhicomputer provides a foundation for parallel systems and offers a set of building 

blocks that provide upward scalabiUty. A high-level diagram of a typical RACE 

muhicomputer is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The system's primary components include DSPs 

and/or reduced-histmction-set-computing (RISC) processors, I/O ports, and a network 

interface all coimected via the RACEway interconnection network. 

'^.^^'•^'ff^j^^'^t^^'^f^^^ 

RACEway Interconnection Network 

VME Bus 

Neh\ork 
Interface 

PCI Bus 

Input/ 
Output 

Fig. 3.1 The RACE Muhicomputer (derived from [4]). 

The RACEway hiterconnection network is used to provide high-performance 

communications among the interconnected processors and devices. Each node in the 

muhicomputer mterfaces the network through the RACE network chip. The network chip 

(see Fig. 3.2) is a crossbar with six bidhectional channels consistmg of 32 parallel data 

Imes and eight control leads [7]. Each crossbar transfers data synchronously at a clock rate 
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of 40-megahertz (MHz). Each channel is bidhectional but is only driven m one dhection at 

a thne at a rate of 160 megabytes per second (MB/s) [7]. Among the sk ports comprismg a 

RACE crossbar, each swhch can ehher interconnect any three port pahs, providmg and 

aggregate bandwidth of 480 MB/s, or can cause data to be broadcast to aU or subset ofthe 

remainmg five ports [4]. 

Parent Ports 

E F 

6-Port 
Crossbar 

1 1 1 1 
A B C D 

Child Ports 

Fig. 3.2 The RACEway six-port network chip (derived from [7]). 

The versathity of the RACE network chip allows the RACE muhicomputer to be 

configured into a number of different network topologies. Possible network topologies 

mclude two-dhnensional (2-D) and three-dhnensional (3-D) meshes, 2-D and 3-D rhigs, 

grids, and Clos networks; however, the most common configuration is a fat-tree 

architecture (see Fig 3.3). For a fat-tree configuration, the crossbar swhches are cormected 

in a parent-child fashion. Each crossbar has two parent ports, E and F, and four child ports, 

A, B, C, and D (see Fig 3.2). The crossbars ofthe RACE muhicomputer are connected 

together to form the branches ofthe fat-tree. The compute nodes represent the leaves ofthe 

tree. 

To route a message from one processor to another, the message goes up the tree, 

selecthig one ofthe two parents as h goes, untU h reaches a network chip that is a common 

ancestor of both the source and destmation node [7]. After reaching the common ancestor 
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network swhch, the message travels down the fat tree to the destmation compute node. 

Fig. 3.4 iUustrates a message transfer from two CNs. 
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6-Port 
Crossbar 
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6-Port 
Crossbar 

6-Port 
Crossbar 
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Fig. 3.3 The RACE Multicomputer fat-tree hiterconnection network. 

In conventional tree architectures, there is only one path between any pah of 

processors. One major problem associated whh such conventional networks is that they 

suffer commuiucation bottlenecks at higher levels in the tree. For example, when several 

compute nodes in the left subtree communicate with compute nodes m the right subtree, the 

root node must handle all the messages [6]. This problem can be partiaUy alleviated by 

increasing the number of effective parallel paths between compute nodes. This type of 

modified tree architecture is referred to as a fat-tree. 

The RACE system is a chcuh-switched network. In a chcuh-switched network, a 

compute node estabhshes a path through the network prior to data transfer. Once the 

compute node has been granted a path to the destmation node, the path is occupied for the 

duration of the data transmission. Data is transferred from one CN to another across the 

RACEway mterconnect m packets of up to 2048 data bytes m length [20]. Each data 

transfer hutiated by a source CN contams only a shigle packet consistmg of up to 514 32-
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bh words. The first two words of a given packet consthute the packet header. The packet 

header contains the hiformation for routhig the packet through the sequence of RACEway 

crossbars between the source and destination CN, as well as transfer control information 

such as the packet priority of the transfer [20]. Addhionally, the desthiation memory 

address ofthe data transfer is included m the packet header. 

6-Port 
Crossbar Crossbar Crossbar Crossbar Crossbar Crossbar Crossbar 

6-Port 
Crossbar 

Ĵ® ®® ®® w® ®® w® w® ®^' ^® *i® 3i®' ^w ^w' ®^' ®© ®®' 

Fig. 3.4 Packet transfer between two CNs. 

To send a packet through Mercury's fat-tree network, the first step is to establish a 

path. To establish a path, a packet header specifying a path is sent through the network 

along a given charmel. A channel's status is categorized as either^e^ or occupied [7]. The 

header makes as much progress as possible through the network until blocked. After a 

packet header has been blocked, h wahs until a free channel becomes available. When a 

free chaimel matching the path specification (ofthe packet header) becomes available, the 

channel is flagged as occupied, and the packet header advances along that path. After 

establishmg a path to the destmation node, the packet header sends an acknowledgment to 

the source along the allocated path. Upon receivmg the acknowledgment of a granted 

network path, the source node sends hs packet data down the path m a pipelined fashion 
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[7]. Durmg the transmission ofthe last byte of data, each ofthe occupied channel* s status 

is set to free. 

The preceding discussion of path establishment assumed that a clear and contention 

free path between the source and destmation node existed. However, m networks that 

support a large number of simuhaneous packet transfers, a clear path may not exist, thus 

contention for a crossbar port along a deshed path requhes arbhration. Clearly, for pomt-

to-pohit transactions, a given crossbar port can only be part of one transaction per clock 

cycle [20]. Arbhration between two or more packets is requhed when the transfer paths 

pass through common crossbar ports. 

When arbitration for a given crossbar port, or sequence of ports, becomes necessary, 

the arbitration is carried out on the basis ofa combination ofthe user-programmable packet 

priority and a fixed hardware priority at each crossbar based on the entry and exit ports at 

the given crossbar [20]. Notably, the hardware priority of a given packet transaction path 

varies at each crossbar while the user-programmable packet priority is fixed for the 

duration ofthe packet's existence. For this work, the user-programmable packet priority is 

assumed equivalent for all data packets. Consequently, only the hardware priority 

arbitration mles associated at each crossbar wUl be used to resolve contention at a given 

crossbar port between two or more transactions. 

In order to implement a fixed hardware priority at a given crossbar, each possible 

port-port path must be assigned a priority. In general, for an A -̂port crossbar there are 

Nx(N-l) unique port-port pahs or possible connecting paths [20]. In this case, the 

RACE six-port crossbar has 30 (i.e., 6x5) possible connection paths. The assignment of 

the hardware priorhies to each of the 30 possible paths through a RACE crossbar is 

complex and depends not only on the particular path, but also upon both the status of the 

contendhig transaction and the priority arbitration mode ofthe crossbar. 

The hardware priority arbhration process performed at each crossbar to resolve 

contention for a given port between two or more packets depends on the foUowmg three 

factors. Fhst, the dhected path of a given packet through the crossbar; second, the 

transaction status ofthe two contendhig packets; and thkd, the priority arbitration mode at 
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the given crossbar [20]. For a more detailed description of the three hardware priority 

arbhration factors, the reader is referred to [20]. 

The assignment of hardware priorities to crossbar transaction paths is far from trivial, 

and the assignment of crossbar path priorities must be such as to guarantee that no deadly 

embrace condhions occur hi the system [20]. A deadly embrace occurs when two 

transactions, that proceed m opposite dhections along two different paths between the same 

two crossbars, shnuhaneously contend whh each at both of those common crossbars, whh 

the resuh that each transaction kills the other [20]. In a fat-tree architecture, the only way 

to prevent a deadly embrace situation is to hnplement the foUowhig mles: Fhst, packets 

entermg port F of any crossbar are given a different priority than those enterhig port E; and 

second, for any pah of crossbars that that can be connected via two altemative paths, the 

path leaving port F of one crossbar must be selected as to enter port F ofthe other crossbar 

[20]. For a more detailed analysis ofthe deadly embrace problem and solution, the reader 

is referred to [20]. 

Although the crossbars used to implement the fat-tree are physically identical, each 

crossbar may be configured to perform two different hardware priority arbitration 

algorithms [20]. The two algorithms are named Top-Level and Standard. The selection of 

the appropriate algorithm at a given crossbar depends upon the location of the crossbar in 

the network. For example, crossbars located at the top of the interconnected fat-tree are 

configured to hnplement the Top-Level algorithm while the remaining crossbars in the 

systems are configured to implement the Standard algorhhm [20]. The reader is referred to 

[20] for further detail on both the Top-Level and Standard arbhration algorhhms. 

The priorities for hardware arbitration of crossbar port contention resolution, as a 

fimction of transaction's path through a given crossbar, are different m each transaction 

status case, as well as for each of the two crossbar arbitration algorhhms [20]. The 

priorities of each ofthe thhty possible paths are enumerated m Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 for the 

case ofthe Standard and Top-Level algorithm, respectively, m order of priority [20]. As 

illustrated m the figures, there are a total of 7 different hardware priority levels, whh 7 

havmg the highest priority and 1 the lowest [20]. If two contending transactions have 

different hardware priority levels at a given crossbar, as defined by theh respective entry 
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and exit ports at the crossbar and the transaction status of the exit port, the transaction 

havmg the highest hardware priority level wiU kiU the contendhig lower-priority level 

transaction [20]. Conversely, if two or more contendmg transactions have the same priority 

level, the first one started will hold off any other contendmg transactions at the same level 

until the transmission of hs data is completed [20]. The objective is to illustrate via Figures 

3.5 and 3.6 the complexity of each ofthe two hardware priority arbitration algorithms. For 

a complete discussion of each algorhhm, the reader is referred to [20]. 
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Fig. 3.5 Standard hardware priority arbitration algorithm [derived from 20]. 
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As stated earlier in this section, the Mercury interconnection network under 

consideration is a fat-tree architecture comprised of muhiple parallel paths. An hiteresting 

feature of the Mercury system is that h provides auto route path selection (i.e., adaptive 

routhig) at the crossbar level, which means the muhiple paths m the RACEway network 

may be automatically and dynamically selected by the RACE network crossbars. For 

mstance, if one path is currently occupied whh a data transfer and another path matching 

the path specification is free, the free path is automatically selected by the crossbar logic 

[10]. Adaptive routing is used to adaptively route packets that enter on either ofthe four 

child ports and exits ehher of the two parent ports. Auto route path selection frees the 

programmer from the detaUs of path routing. Addhionally, applications that requhe 

tremendous interprocessor communication such as distributed matrix transpose and comer 

turns often benefit from adaptive routing [4]. 

With the network configured as a fat-tree, the RACEway interconnection fabric 

provides very good scalmg properties. In an j!7-processor system, the height ofthe fat-tree 

is h = riog4 p]. Thus, the network diameter or maximum number of links traversed is 

D = 2h-\. The bisection bandwidth of a system, which is defined as the minhnum 

number of edges (or channels) that have to be removed along a cut that partitions the 

network into two equal halves, assuming/? = 4' processors, is B = \60^[p MB/s [7]. (Each 

channel in the RACEway system has a bandwidth of 160 MB/s.) 

The RACE system may be configured as a heterogeneous muhicomputer composed 

of two or more different types of processors. The potential heterogeneity of the RACE 

muhicomputer includes various possible configurations of i860, PowerPC, and Super 

Harvard Architecture Computer (SHARC) DSP processors. The SHARC DSP is ideally 

suhed for embedded vector signal processhig applications such as Fast Fourier Transforms 

(FFTs) where physical size and power are at a premium or other shnilar algorhhms that 

have a high ratio of data-to-computation. Furthermore, the Analog Devices' SHARC 

processor enables more than twice the physical processor density of reduced mstmction set 

computer (RISC) based CNs. In contrast, the PowerPC and i860, both RICS processors, 
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are appropriate for executhig scalar-type applications, whh a low ratio of data-to-

computation, generated by arbitrary compiled code. 

The CNs in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 are composed of three basic components: one to three 

processors (aU of the same type), 8 to 64 MBs of dynamic random access memory 

(DRAM), and a Mercury-designed application specific mtegrated chcuh (ASIC). Each 

ASIC is composed of address mapping logic, a dhect memory access controUer (DMA), 

processor support functions such as timers, and interfacing logic for effective RACEway 

transfers [4]. The address mapphig logic enables local CN access to any DRAM location 

m any remotely located CN on the network [4]. The DMA engme provides a mechanism 

for rapid block-transfers between DRAM and other CNs, input/output (I/O) devices, or 

bridges nodes on the network. There is a unique CN ASIC for each CN processor type. 

Because partially adaptive STAP is a signal processing application characterized by a 

high ratio of data-to-computation, the work to be completed wiU focus on the use of 

SHARC CNs. The composhion of SHARC CNs includes one to three SHARC processors 

sharing a common DRAM and ASIC interface (see Fig 3.7). Within a CN, muhiple 

SHARC processors are connected via a common 32-bit bus. 
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Fig. 3.7 SHARC compute node (derived fi'om [4]). 
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CHAPTER IV 

A PARALLELIZATION APPROACH FOR STAP 

STAP refers to a class of signal processmg methods that operate on a set of radar 

retums gathered from a set of array charmels over a specified thne mterval. STAP is 

mherently three-dhnensional (i.e., range, pulse, and channel), because the signal retums are 

composed of range, pulse, and antenna-element dighal samples. Thus, a three-dhnensional 

(3-D) data cube naturally represents STAP data. Typical processhig requhements for 

STAP data cubes range from 10-100 Gflops, which can only be met by muhicomputer 

systems composed of numerous mterconnected CNs [6]. Imposed real-time deadlines for 

STAP processing restricts processing to parallel computers. 

Develophig a solution to any problem on a parallel system is generally not a trivial 

task. A major challenge of implementing STAP algorithms on multiprocessor systems is 

determining the best method for distributing the 3-D data set across CEs of a 

multiprocessor system (i.e., the mapphig strategy) and the scheduling of communication 

withhi each phase of computation. Generally, STAP comprises three phases of processing, 

one for each dimension ofthe data cube. During each phase, the vectors of data along each 

dimension are distributed among the CNs for processing m parallel. Durmg the processhig 

for each dimension, the enthe vector of data along the dimension of interest must reside m 

local memory at each CN. Addhionally, each CN may be responsible for processmg one or 

more vectors of data during each phase. 

This re-distribution of data or distributed "comer-tum" requhes interprocessor 

communication. Mhiimizing the time requhed for mterprocessor communication helps 

maximize STAP efficiency. To assist m the minimization of mterprocessor communication 

thne durhig the data re-distribution phases, a paradigm for distributhig the 3-D STAP data 

set among CNs ofa muhicomputer system has been proposed m [13]. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 

summarize the work found m [13]. 
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4.1 Data Set Parthioning bv Planes 

At each ofthe three phases of processing, data access is ehher vector oriented along a 

data cube dimension, or a plane-oriented combination of two data cube dhnensions. Figure 

4.1 illustrates the STAP flow. The three phases of processmg hiclude pulse compression, 

Doppler fihering, and beam weight computation and beam formation During the first 

phase, pulse compression, the range dhnension is processed. Next, the data cube is comer-

tumed to process data vectors along the pulse dhnension termed Doppler fihering. After a 

second comer-tum, beam weight computation is performed by hnplementing a QR 

decomposhion on a data matrix composed of samples from a combination ofthe range and 

channel dimensions. Finally, beam formation processing occurs along the contiguous 

vectors in the channel dimension. 

The primary goals of many parallel applications are to reduce latency and minimize 

interprocessor communication (IPC) while maxhnizhig throughput. It is mdeed necessary 

to accomplish these objectives m STAP envhonments. To reduce latency, the processhig at 

each stage must be distributed over muhiple CNs in a single program muhiple data 

(SPMD) approach. (In a SPMD approach, each CN executes the same program 

asynchronously.) However, prior to each processhig phase, the data set must be parthioned 

in a fashion that attempts to equally distribute the computational load over the CNs. 

Furthermore, because each phase processes a different dimension ofthe data cube, the data 

cube must be re-distributed in a manner that minimizes IPC. 

One approach to data set parthioning is to distribute the data set by data planes (see 

Fig 4.2). Each data plane is composed of two enthe dimensions of the STAP data cube 

(and one or more elements of the third dhnension). For this approach, the number of 

processors over which the data planes may be distributed is limited to the smallest 

dimension ofthe data cube. Shown m Fig. 4.2 is a decomposhion of the iV planes, one for 

each pulse. Data re-parthioning requhes IPC between all A'̂  processors, which requhes 

approxhnately A'̂  data transfers. 
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Fig. 4.1 Block diagram illustration of STAP flow (derived from [13]). 
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Fig. 4.2 STAP data cube parthioning by data planes (derived from [13]). 
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4.2 Data Set Parthionmg bv Sub-Cube Bars 

A second approach to data set distributing in STAP apphcations is to partition the 

data cube into sub-cube bars. Each sub-cube bar is composed of partial data samples from 

two dhnensions while persevering one whole dhnension ofthe data cube as shown m Fig. 

4.3. The maxhnum number of processors over which the data set may be parthioned is 

equal to the product ofthe two smaUest dimensions ofthe data cube. 
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Fig. 4.3 STAP data cube partitioning by sub-cube bars (derived from [13]). 

The authors of [13] proposed a five step methodology for effectively distributmg and 

partitioning the STAP data cube across muhiple processors. The first step is to parthion the 

data cube over a two-dhnensional process set. A process set is defined as a logical 

groupmg of processes that can share data and synchronize with each other and other 

process sets. Data set parthionmg is accompUshed by dividmg the dhnensions of the data 

set by the dhnensions of the process set. For example, in phase one of STAP, pulse 

compression is performed along the range data vectors. By applymg a 3 x 4 process set to 

the STAP data cube, leavmg the range dhnension mtact, the channel and pulse dhnensions 
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become segmented (see Fig 4.4). Implementmg this partitioning scheme for the first phase 

would requhe twelve processors. 
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Fig. 4.4 Sub-cube bar parthioning prior to pulse compression (derived from [13]). 

Applyhig the same 3x4 process set to the Doppler filterhig phase, resuhs in the 

segmentation of both the channel and range dimensions (see Fig. 4.5). In this phase, the 

pulse data vectors hiclude every pulse entry for a given array channel and range. 
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Fig. 4.5 Sub-cube bar parthioning prior to Doppler fiherhig (derived from [13]). 

The second step hivolves processhig m parallel the current whole dhnension of the 

data cube (e.g., pulse compression, Doppler fiherhig, QR Decomposhion). After 

performmg the necessary calculations based on the current whole dhnension, the thhd step 

entails re-parthioning the data before processmg the next dhnension. To re-parthion the 

data, the current whole dimension must be exchanged with the next whole dhnension (see 
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Fig. 4.6). As hlustrated in Fig. 4.7, the requhed data exchange occurs only between 

processors in the same row. For example, process 1 transfers data to process 2, 3, and 4 

while process 5 distributes data to process 6, 7, and 8. During this procedure, muhiple 

phases of communication may take place in parallel. Assummg a P-processor systems, 

data set re-parthioiung would requhe approxhnately yfp sets of P data transfers. 

Re-Partitioning involves exchanging data with the next whole dimension. 

3 x 4 Process Set 

Pulses 

OOOO 
OOOO 
0 0 0 

Range Dimension is Contiguous 

3 x 4 Process Set 

Range 

OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 

Pulse Dimension is Contiguous 

Fig. 4.6 Process set re-partitionhig prior to Doppler filterhig (derived from [13]). 

Fig. 4.7 STAP data cube re-parthionmg prior to Doppler filtermg (derived from [13]). 

After re-parthionmg the data set, completing step four mvolves sequentially ordermg 

the data set m memory prior to processhig. This local ordering of data, know as data set 

rotation, does not aher the dhnension assigned to the process set nor requhe any IPC. It 
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does, however, requhe a rotation local to each processor. The final step is to repeat each of 

the first four steps on each dimension ofthe STAP data cube. Fig 4.8 Ulustrates STAP 

processing ushig sub-cube bar parthioning. 

Re-Partitioning 
Apply 3x4 Process Set: 

Range 
QR-Decomposition & 

Back-Substitution 

Channel 
' - , •"**-4.!-Tt-a* 

Doppler 

Rotation 

O 

Pulse Compression 

Re-Partitionmg 
Apply 3x4 Process Set: 

Range 

C 
c 

O 

•"JU;»-W»UWW'fl«-i«H-OW? W"3^? 

Range Range 

Beamforming 

Beam Outputs 

O) 

Doppler Filtering 

Pulses 

Rotation 

Fig. 4.8 STAP processing ushig sub-cube bar parthionmg (derived from [13]). 
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4.3 Comparison of Data Plane versus Sub-Cube Bar 
Partitioning 

Parthionmg the STAP data cube along data planes has one potential advantage over 

sub-cube bar parthionmg. If the inhial data plane parthionmg is performed along the 

channel dhnension (leavmg the range and pulse contiguous), both range processmg and 

Doppler fihering may be performed whhout a re-parthioning phase takmg place between 

the two steps. By hnplementmg this scheme, only one re-parthionmg step needs to take 

place, which occurs after Doppler fihermg. Unfortunately, data plane parthionmg has 

several disadvantages. Parthionmg the data set along the smallest dhnension or the channel 

dhnension greatly reduces the number of potential processors as compared to sub-cube bar 

parthioning. Because the number of available processors is smaUer, each processor m a 

data plane parthioning scheme is allocated a larger chunk of the data cube. Besides 

increasmg the local memory requhement at each node, larger data segments demand more 

processhig thne thus hicreasmg total completion thne. Addhionally, data set re-parthioning 

requhes IPC between aU processors. 

In contrast, sub-cube bar parthioning of the data set provides a method whereby 

potential gains can be made hi scalabUity and performance whUe minimizing the IPC thne. 

Also, sub-cube bar partitioning has the potential for finer-grained parallelism because the 

maximum number of processors over which that data may be divided is the product ofthe 

two smallest dimensions ofthe data cube. Typically, the number of processors allocated to 

solve a sub-cube bar parthioned data cube is greater than in a data plane partitionhig 

approach. Consequently, each processor performs fewer computations resuhing m a shorter 

completion thne. Furthermore, IPC between processmg stages is isolated to only clusters 

of processors and not the enthe system. On the other hand, sub-cube bar parthion has a 

few disadvantages. Fhst, this approach requhes two separate re-parthion and rotation 

phases. Secondly, schedulmg data transfers during the re-parthion phase is more 

complicated because communication is confined to groups of processors. The proposed 

research is to model, through simulation, the thning effects associated whh how data is 

mapped onto the CNs and how the data transfers are scheduled. 
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CHAPTER V 

MAPPING DATA AND SCHEDULING COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

The overaU performance of parallel computer systems can be highly dependent upon 

network contention. In general, the mappmg of data and the schedulhig of communication 

impacts network contention of parallel architectures. Durhig phases of data re-distribution 

on parallel computers, the number of requhed communications is vastly hnpacted by the 

current location and fiiture destination of the data. Determhung the optimal schedule of 

data transfers through hiterconnection networks is generally an NP-hard problem [5]. 

Consequently, heuristics are often used to provide sub-optimal solutions. A combination of 

these two factors, data mapping and communication scheduling, provides the key 

motivation for the network simulator described in Chapter VI. The foUowmg two sections 

illustrate the hnportance of data mapping and the schedulhig of communications issues that 

exist implementing a sub-cube bar partitioning scheme on STAP data cubes. 

5.1 Mapphig a STAP Data Cube onto the Mercury 
RACE System 

As described in Section 4.2, data set parthioning by sub-cube bars entails parthioning 

the data cube into bars composed of two partial dimensions and one whole dimension. 

After parthionmg, the sub-cube bars are distributed over a two-dhnensional set of 

processors. Parthiorung the STAP data cube across the Mercury System consists of an 

increased level of complexhy because each CN is composed of three SHARC processors 

(i.e., CEs). (In general, a CN can contahi one, two, or three CEs; three CEs are assumed 

here.) An hnportant issue is how to map the sub-cube bars onto the available CNs on the 

Mercury System. To illustrate the hnpact of mappmg, consider the examples of sub-cube 

bar partitioning prior to pulse compression m Fig. 5.1. For this example, assume that the 

Mercury System is composed of twelve CEs (see Fig. 5.2), and the STAP data cube is 

divided mto twelve sub-cube bars. AddhionaUy, the number on each sub-cube bar 
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mdicates the CE to which the bar is assigned for processing. The left-hand portion of the 

figure Ulustrates a mapphig scheme where the sub-cube bars are raster-numbered along the 

pulse dhnension. In contrast, the right-hand portion of the figure depicts a mappmg 

scheme whereby the sub-cube bars are raster-numbered along the channel dhnension. The 

coloring code of each bar corresponds to hs destmation CN (recall that each CN is assumed 

to consist of 3 CEs). For instance, the three blue sub-cube bars are assigned to the blue 

CN, while the red CN processes the three red sub-cube bars. 

Examples of Pulse Compression Partitioning 
using the Sub-Cube Bar Partitioning Scheme 

Raster ordering in pulse dimension: 

Range 

Raster ordering in channel dimension: 

Range 

Fig. 5.1 Examples of sub-cube bar mapping schemes prior to Doppler filtering. 

Network Interconnection Configuration' 

Fig. 5.2 An example configuration ofa four CN (twelve CE) Mercury System. 
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After performing pulse compression on the data samples along the range dimension, 

the data set requhes re-parthioning prior to Doppler fiherhig. The mitial mapping of the 

data prior to pulse compression affects the number of requhed commimications during the 

re-parthionmg phase. In the case where the data cube is raster-numbered along the pulse 

dhnension, sk messages, totalhig 20 units m size, must be transferred through the 

hiterconnection network (see Fig. 5.3). 

Each CN is assumed to be configured as one master CE and two slave CEs. The 

master CE allocates the enthe shared memory pool and distributes memory to the other two 

CEs. Havhig a master CE on each CN is advantageous durmg data re-parthionmg phases. 

When two or more CEs within the same CN have one or more messages to send a common 

desthiation CN, the messages may be combmed hito one message by the master CE's dhect 

memory access (DMA) controller. The newly created message may now be transferred to 

the desthiation node by the CN ASIC DMA controUer. For increased efficiency, message 

transfers should be performed by the CN ASIC DMA controUer while the CEs are 

concurrently processhig. The reversal of this same process may be applied to message 

arriving at a CN. Messages arriving at a CN may be composed of one or more messages 

sent to one or more of its CEs. After receivmg the message from the CN ASIC DMA 

controUer, the master CE distributes the message's contents to the appropriate memory 

location. For this example, the blue CN (or master CE labeled 1) transfers data of size 

three units to the yellow CN. Furthermore, the yellow CN needs to transfer two messages, 

one to the blue CN of size three uiuts and one to the green CN of size four units. 
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Data Set Re-Partitioning Prior to Doppler Filtering 
with raster ordering in the pulse dimension 

Pulses 

Range 

Re-Partitioning 

Required Data Transfers 
Total Message Size Count 

=3+3+4+4+3+3 
= 20 units 

Fig. 5.3 Data set re-parthioning with raster numbering along the pulse dimension. 

The second example in Fig. 5.1 shows the data cube raster-numbered along the 

channel dhnension. Implementmg this mapping scheme drastically mcreases the number 

of messages that must be communicated during the re-parthionmg phase prior to Doppler 

fihering (see Fig. 5.4). The number of requhed data transfers increases from six to twelve, 

and the total message count also hicreases from 20 to 36 uiuts. In conclusion, raster-

numbermg along the pulse dimension provides a smaller communication overhead than 

raster-numbermg along the channel dhnension for this example and for this communication 

phase. 
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Data Set Re-Partitioning Prior to Doppler Filtering 
with raster ordering in the channel dimension 

*\* 
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Re-Partitioning 

Required Data Transfers 
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= 36 units 
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Fig. 5.4 Data set re-parthioning whh raster-numbermg along the channel dimension. 

5.2 Schedulhig Communications During 
Re-Part hioning Phases 

After processing has been completed on the current whole dhnension of the STAP 

data set, each master CE forms the outgomg messages necessary to replace the current 

whole dhnension with the next processhig dhnension. Once constructed, the outgomg 

messages are placed m a queue and awah transfer to theh correspondmg destination CNs. 

Determining the opthnal communication schedule (i.e., ordermg) of queued messages m 

chcuh switched networks is a formidable task. Problems of this nature are generally 

proven to be NP-hard problems. 

To illustrate the hnpact of message schedulmg communications during data re-

parthion phases m partially adaptive STAP algorithms, consider the re-parthionmg problem 

m Fig. 5.3. In this example, the re-partitionmg phase mvolves transferring she messages 
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through the interconnection network. If the six messages were sequentially communicated 

(i.e., no parallel communication) through the network, the completion thne (Tc) would be 

the sum ofthe length of each message, which totals 20 network cycles. If two or more of 

the messages could be sent through the network concurrently, then the value of Tc would be 

reduced (i.e., below 20). The purpose here is to illustrate that the order (i.e., the schedule) 

in which the messages are queued for transmission can hnpact how much (if any) 

concurrent communication can occur. Thus, h will be shown that scheduling choices affect 

the value of 7"̂ . 

An illustration ofthe requhed data transfers is depicted m Fig. 5.5. The left-hand 

portion ofthe figure shows the current location ofthe STAP data cube on the given CEs 

after pulse compression. The coloring scheme of each sub-cube bar indicates the 

desthiation CN for the next phase of processing. If part or all of the sub-cube bar is a 

different color than hs current processor color, the data must be transferred to the 

correspondhig colored desthiation node. The data cube on the right-hand of the figure 

illustrates the sub-cube bars ofthe STAP data cube after re-parthioning. Each ofthe sub-

cube bars is composed of sample data of the whole pulse dimension, thus each sub-cube 

bar is a shigle color. After re-parthionmg the data, Doppler fiherhig may be applied to 

each sub-cube bar in parallel. 
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Doppler Filtering 

Required Data Transfers 
Total Message Size Count 
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Fig. 5.5 An example of data set re-partitioning prior to Doppler filterhig. 

W 

Schedulhig the communication of each of the she messages through the RACEway 

network greatly affects the overall performance of the system. Fig. 5.6 shows the six 

messages, labeled A through F, m the outgoing message first-m-first-out (FIFO) queues of 

the source CNs. Each message's destination is hidicated by hs color. For instance, 

message A, which is colored yellow, is destined for the yeUow CN. The destination ofthe 

blue message B is the blue CN, and so forth. The number m parentheses by each message 

label represents the relative size ofthe message. For example, message A's size is three 

units. Because of the assumed queues' FIFO hnplementation, message B must be 

transmitted before message E on the yeUow CN. 

The minimum achievable commuiucation time is dependent upon the CN whh the 

largest communication thne to send/receive aU outgomg and mcommg messages. As 

shown m Fig. 5.6, the mhihnum possible communication thne is the sum of aU outgomg 

and mcoming messages on the yeUow or green CN, which equals fourteen units. 

Therefore, any schedulmg for the sk messages can complete m no less than fourteen 
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message units. The actual communication time, T^ that would resuh for this example whh 

the given message queue orderings (i.e., scheduling) is 17 network uiuts. 

Minimum Communication Time: 

T . i n ( E a , [ C N ] , a E a ) = T.(|CN], = T , ( H ) 

Tc ([CN]) = T„^g„j„g + T i„,,^i„g = (3 ̂  4) ^ 3 ^ 4) 

= 14 message cycles 

Outgoing Message Queues 

Actual Communication Time: 

T(0) =maxITp® ),Tp((g))] 

= 3 m.c 

T(3) = T p ( © ) = 3m.c. 

T(6) =Tp((g)) = 4m.c. 

T(10) =Tp((g)) = 4m.c. 

T(14) = T p ( Q ) = 3m.c. 

= 17 message cycles 

Fig. 5.6 A sub-optimal communication scheduling example. 

To understand why the completion thne for this example is 17 network cycles, note 

that at time r = 0, the first messages in the queue, messages A, B, C, and D. are ready for 

transmission. In paraUel, each CN sends hs first message to the six-port crossbar. AU four 

ofthe hicoming messages arrive at the crossbar simuhaneous with each message requestmg 

an outgomg channel. The resolution scheme based on port number resolves the network 

contention conflict. (In this example, each message is assumed to have the same priority.) 

As stated m Section 3.2, the port number is used as a tie-breakmg mechanism for messages 

with the same priority contendhig for the same channel (lowest port number goes first). In 

this example, the lowest port number is associate with the left-most CN, and the highest 

port number is associated with the right-most CN (i.e., the four "children" ports of the 
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crossbar are numbered 0 to 3). The crossbar resolves the network contention problem b\ 

scanning the child ports from left to right. By using this contention resolution approach, 

message A is granted access to the Imk coimected to the yellow CN, while message B wahs 

m the queue. Furthermore, message D seizes the link to the green compute node, because 

message C is unable to establish a Imk to the yellow CN, which is occupied by message A. 

At time t = 3, messages A and D complete and release the four channels occupied. 

After the status of the four occupied channels are set to free, queued messages B and C 

request links through the crossbar to theh respective desthiation nodes. Because messages 

B and C both requhe access to the Imk connecting the yellow CN to the network, only 

message B, with a lower port number than C, estabhshes a path through the crossbar at 

thne t = 3. After message B finishes transfer at thne t = 6, queued messages E and C query 

the crossbar for a free path to theh desthiation nodes. In this case, messages E and C are 

contending for the same two channels resulting in a sequential transfer of the two 

messages. Based on the port numbers, message C follows message E. Furthermore, 

messages C and F requhe sequential transfer because they both originate at the same CN. 

As a result, the remaining three messages are transferred sequential (i.e., no parallel 

communication) m an E ^ ' C -> F ordermg, totalhig eleven network cycles. Compared to 

the mhihnum possible communication time of fourteen message cycles, the above message 

scheduling example renders a sub-optimal completion time, Tc, of 17 message cycles. 

However, changing the orderhig of the messages in the outgoing queues, as described 

below, wiU yield an optimal schedulhig ofthe messages. 

The message queues in Fig. 5.7 are identical to those in Fig. 5.6 except messages C 

and F have swapped poshions on the green CN. Swapphig the ordering ofthe messages on 

the green compute node allows for an increase m the number of messages that can be 

communicated m parallel. To understand how the ordering yields hnproved performance, 

note that at time r = 0, the first messages m the queue, messages A, B, F, and D, are ready 

for transmission. In parallel, each CN sends hs first message to the sbc-port crossbar. As 

before, all four of the hicommg messages arrive at the crossbar shnuhaneous with each 

message requesthig an outgomg channel. The crossbar resolves the network contention 

problem by scannmg the port numbers m order, which allows messages A and F to 
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establish communication links through the network to theh respective destination locations. 

Messages A and F are transferred in paraUel and complete in three network cycles. 

Actual Communication Time: 

T{0) =max[Tpfg)),Tp{Q)] 

= 3 m.c. 

T(3) = m a x | T p | © ) , T p ( ® ) ] 

= 3 nxc. 

T(6) = T p ( # ) = 4m.c 

T(10) = T„(((C)) = 4m.c. 

V T , = 14 message cycles ii 
Outsoine Message Queues 

Fig. 5.7 An opthnal communication scheduUng example. 

At time f = 3, queued messages B, C, and D request communication paths through the 

six-port crossbar, but only messages B and D are granted network access. Message C 

remains in the queue because messages B and C are contendmg for the same link (the link 

connecting the yeUow CN to the network), and message B gams access to the charmel 

because it originates from a lower port number. After messages B and D complete theh 

transmission at thne t = 6, the last two messages, E and C, quer}- the crossbar for path 

estabUshment. In this case, messages E and C are competmg for the same two channels. 

Consequently, the remaming two messages are transmitted sequentiaUy, totaUng eight 

network cycles, whh E precedmg C based on port number priority resolution For this 

scheduling example, the actual completion thne, T^ achieves the opthnal completion thne 

of fourteen network cvcles. 
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CHAPTER VI 

DESIGN OF THE SIMULATOR 

The goal of the simulator's design was to produce an accurate model or 

representation of the proposed system that could be hnplemented. As a broader 

understandmg ofthe underlymg details ofthe Mercury System was developed, the design 

of the simulator was fiirther refined and modularized. The Unified Modeling Language 

(UML), a thhd generation object-oriented modeling language, was utilized to formalize the 

simulator's requhements in software terms [21]. UML is a language for specifying, 

visualizing, and constructing the artifacts of complex software systems. It simphfies the 

complex process of software design and provides a blueprint for construction [21]. The 

primary goals of UML are as foUows: (1) provide an expressive visual modeling language 

to develop meanmgful models; (2) provide specialization mechanisms to extend core 

concepts; (3) be hidependent of programming languages and development processes; (4) 

provide a basis for formal modeling languages; (5) encourage the growth of object-oriented 

tools; and, (6) mtegrate the best practices [21]. 

6.1 UML Class Definitions 

The design of the simulator incorporates aU the underlying components of the 

Mercury System. Within the structure ofthe design, only one definition ofa class exists in 

the model; however, it may appear on several class diagrams. An hnportant aspect ofthe 

shnulator's object oriented design is modularity. By separatmg the fimctional components 

ofthe system mto classes, the classes and theh operations provide mherent modularity as 

well as hifomiation hidmg. 

The class diagram is one ofthe core components to a UML model. A class diagram 

iUustrates the hnportant abstractions hi the system mcludhig relationships. The primary 

elements mcluded on a class diagram are class icons and relationship icons. Fig. 6.1 shows 

a suppressed UML class diagram of the network shnulator. The rectangular boxes 

represent the classes, whUe the Imes coimecthig the classes signify the relationships. A 
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solid line with a hollow diamond at one end indicates an aggregation relation (i.e., one 

object is composed of another object). An association (i.e., a dependency) between objects 

is represented by a sohd line. A line with a dhected arrow at one end denotes an 

inheritance relationship (i.e., one object is a specialization or extension of another object). 

The adornments, such as 1..*, hidicates the number of potential objects participating m the 

relationship (in this case, the * means many). 

The main class. Network, is composed of a File Output class, a Clock class, a 

Random Scan class, a Crossbar class, and a Routing Table class. The Network class also 

gets data from the Data Cube class, and the Data Cube class gets data from the Process Set 

class. In these two cases, infonnation relatmg to the data cube and the process set are 

passed to histantiated Network objects prior to the start ofthe shnulation. Because both the 

data cube and process set may change, while the structure ofthe network remams the same, 

the two corresponding classes are not contained within the composition of the Network 

class. This allows a shigle Network object to operate on different data cubes and process 

sets without regeneration ofthe network. A more detaUed description ofthe Network class 

will be presented m Section 6.2. 

Fig. 6.1 A UML class diagram ofthe Network class. 
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A UML class diagram of the Crossbar class is illustrated m Fig. 6.2. The Crossbar 

class is composed of six Lmk objects (i.e., two parent links and four child links) and four 

Compute Node objects. For cases where a Crossbar object is positioned at the lowest level 

ofthe fat-tree architecture, the four Compute Node objects are enabled, and the four child 

Lmk objects are disabled. Otherwise, the four child Lmk objects are enabled and the four 

Compute Node objects are disabled for Crossbar objects not located at the lowest level in 

the network. Also shown in Fig. 6.2 is a UML diagram ofthe Compute Node class. Each 

Compute Node class is composed of two Message Queue objects, one outgoing and one 

received queue, and two Packet Stack objects, one outgoing and one received stack. A 

Message Queue object may be composed of zero or more Message objects, and zero or 

more packets may be mcluded whhin each Packet Stack object. A more detailed account 

of each object represented in Fig. 6.2 is discussed m Section 6.2. 

Fig. 6.2 A UML class diagram ofthe Crossbar class. 

Both the Message Queue object and Packet Stack object are composed of data hems 

that traverse the network Imks durmg phases of communication. Because a Packet class 

and a Message class contam common instance variables and operations, an abstract class, 

Data, was designed to coUect the common components of each class (see Fig. 6.3). The 
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goal ofthe abstract class definition is to reuse as much ofthe data and methods as possible. 

In this case, both the Message class and the Packet class inherit from the abstract Data 

class. In addhion, a Header Route List class composes each Packet class. The Route List 

class contains one or more Route objects that posses the information necessary to route a 

packet through the network to hs destmation. 

Abstract Class 

.Inheritance 

PsKket 

Hevuler Route 
List 

Fig. 6.3 A UML class diagram ofthe Data class. 

6.2 Refining Class Operations 

Once the classes in the solution space for the development of the simulator were 

defined, the next step mvolved formulating the operations for each class. In general, the 

operations defined for each class may be classified mto three broad categories: (1) 

operations that manipulate the data; (2) operations that perform a computation; and (3) 

operations that monitor an object for the occurrence of an event [19]. 

The operations and class refinement of the Network class are shown in Fig. 6.4. 

Once mstantiated, an mstance of a Network class dynamicaUy constructs the appropriately 

sized network based on the requhed number of CEs. After aUocation ofthe crossbars and 

the generation of the connections between each level, the mstantiated Network object 
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proceeds with the following two tasks. Fhst, the object enables the correct number of CNs 

that equates to the number of requhed CEs. Second, a Routhig Table object is dvnamicalh 

constructed, based on the size of the network, that defines the routing between any two 

CNs hi the network. This mformation is used to generate the source-to-destination packet 

header routhig information for each packet prior to transmission. 

1 1 

Link 
Crossbar 

Crossbar 

1 r~i—r 
V 

Crossbar 

">r 
T—I—I—r 

y 

l)>naniic Network Conslniclion 
Dynamic Routing lablo Creation 
Dynaniie CN and C) Message I rall'ic 
Cieneralion 
Simulates Packet FralTic 

Random Scan 
Generates Pseiido-Random 
CN Scan Orderina 

Compute Node 
> Processor Information 
> Outgoing and Received Message 

Queues 
> Outgoing and Received Packet 

Stack 

Based on Net\\ ork Clock 
Frec|uenc\ (factor of 5) 
Data Transfer Rate F.quates tî  
FJVective Network Bandwidtli 

Fig. 6.4 Network class refinement and operations. 

Before shnulation, the outgomg messages queues of the Compute Node objects are 

loaded whh the appropriate data messages for transmission. Recallmg from Fig. 6.1, the 

Network object gets data from the Data Cube. The Data Cube object requests the 

configuration of the process set from the Process Set object. Using the process set 

configuration, the Data Cube object generates a CE message traffic matrix, which defmes 

the requhed communications. The Network object requests the mformation m the traffic 

matrix. Based on the values hi the matrix, the Network object generates the requhed 

message traffic for each CN or CE to accompUsh ehher comer-tum communication pattem. 

To model (through shnulation) the effects associated with how data is mapped onto the 

CNs of the Mercury system usmg a sub-cube parthionmg approach, the messages m the 
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outgomg message queues at each CN are randomly ordered prior to message 

communication. 

The complexity of shnulatmg, m software, the message traffic of a real-time 

embedded paraUel system requhes significant management. Durhig phases of 

communication m a real-time embedded system, possibly numerous data hems are makmg 

connections and transmitthig information simuhaneously. Shnulathig the concurrency of 

such events m a shigle threaded software shnulator is chaUenghig. One approach to 

solvhig this problem would be to generate a separate thread of execution for each data 

packet that is currently transmitthig data or attemptmg to establish a path to hs respective 

desthiation in the network. Unfortunately, the overhead associated with managhig the 

potentially high volume of currently executhig threads at a given time would severely 

degrade the performance of the simulator. Furthermore, the crossbars and theh associated 

connections would be a shared resource amid all the concurrently executhig threads; as a 

result, critical sections, mutexes, or semaphores would be requhed to protect the shared 

resources by ensuring that only one thread can modify a shared resource at any given time. 

Implementing the necessary requhements to solve the data dependency problem would also 

requhe significant processhig resources. 

A second approach to simulating the real-thne aspect of the network involves 

implementhig a shigle thread of execution and scaniung the compute nodes with current 

packets, durhig a given clock cycle, m a random order. Although this approach does not 

realistically shnulate the exact execution ofthe real muhicomputer, h does hitroduce some 

equality amongst the current packets. Addhionally, this approach elhnmates any shared 

resource problem that surfaced in the first approach. 

To faciUtate the necesshy to scan the enabled Compute Node objects m random 

order, a Random Scan object was mcorporated mto the design. An mstance of a Random 

Scan object generates a pseudo-random sequence ofthe enabled CNs. The shnulator then 

proceeds, m the order designated by the Random Scan object, to evaluate and potentially 

aher the state of a packet at the specified CN. Prior to the execution of pass 1 of each 

shnulation cycle, a new random scan orderhig is generated by the histantiated Random 

Scan object. Details pertammg to the shnulation cycle will be discussed later in the section. 
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The final object encompassing the Network Object is the Clock object. The clock 

object is based on the RACE muhicomputer clock of 40 MHz (i.e., .025 \xs period): 

however, the shnulation clock operates at 5 thnes the frequency ofthe actual clock (i.e.. 

.125 )j.s period). The reasons for selecting a muhiple ofthe tme clock cycle are three fold. 

Fhst, the hihial packet start-up cost is consumed m one shnulation clock cycle. Second, the 

thne requhed to arbitrate through a crossbar takes more than one actual clock cycle. Thhd, 

because a majority of the operations requhe more than one cycle to complete and 

hnplementmg a shnulation clock cycle of .025 |is would increase the number of requhed 

simulation cycles while degradmg overall performance, an appropriate muhiple of the 

actual clock frequency was selected for the simulation clock. Obviously, certam side 

effects resuh from the muhiple-cycled shnulation clock. Fhst, because the effective data 

transfer rate ofthe actual network is 157.5 MB/s, the shnulator transfers approximately 20 

data bytes per shnulation clock cycle. Second, during one simulation clock cycle, a packet 

can arbitrate through two crossbars. 

A major operation ofthe Crossbar object entails the hnplementation ofthe hardware 

priority arbitration algorithms. Clearly, the RACEway architecture supports a large 

number of shnultaneous data transactions where each of these transactions can occur along 

independent paths that have no crossbar ports m common [20]. However, not aU data 

transactions occur along hidependent paths. Whenever two or more transactions are 

contending for the same port at a given crossbar, arbhration is requhed. Recalling from 

Section 3.2, a user-programmable packet priority is provided to give the user some level of 

control over the given data transfer transaction's priorhy [20]. Unfortunately, user-

programmable priorhies do not eliminate the need for arbhration at the hardware level. For 

example, the hardware priority associated with a given path through a crossbar (defmed by 

the entry and exit ports on that crossbar) comes mto play when the two or more 

transactions havhig identical user-defined packet priorities are contendhig for the same exit 

port on a given crossbar [20]. 

Each Crossbar object is configured to hnplement both the Standard crossbar priority 

algorithm and the Top-Level crossbar arbitration algorithm (see Fig. 6.5). The selection of 

the appropriate algorithm depends on the location ofthe crossbar hi the network. Crossbars 
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located at the top ofa hierarchy of crossbars utiUze the Top-Level algorithm, and aU other 

crossbars employ the Standard algorithm. Both the Standard and Top-Level priorit\ 

arbhration algorithms are defined as a fimction of the transaction entry and exit ports and 

transaction status. The assignment ofthe hardware priorities to crossbar transactions paths 

is far from trivial. Details of these two arbitration algorithms are provided m Section 3.2. 

Fig. 6.5 Crossbar class refinement and operations. 

In addition to the hardware arbitration, a Crossbar object exams the status of hs 

internal and extemal ports and routes packets through the crossbar to the next location. A 

crossbar is also responsible for freeing its connections when a packet has completed or 

been suspended or kiUed. FmaUy. once the connection is estabUshed from the source to the 

desthiation CN. the crossbar transmits the data through the occupied connection. 

The primary focus of the Compute Node class mvolves the management of the 

message queues and packet stacks (see Fig. 6.6). Because data is transferred from source to 

destmation node across the RACEway network m packets of up to 2048 data bytes m 

length, each message m the outgomg message queue must be exploded mto the appropriate 

number of correspondmg packets. During shnulation, the top message m the outgomg 

message queue is exploded mto packets. After each of the packets for that message has 
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been transmitted to hs respective desthiation node, the next message at the top ofthe queue 

is exploded mto packets. This process repeats for each CN untU aU the outgohig messages 

queues are empty. 

C omputc Node Mel hods 
' Manages ()utgi>ing and Receixed Message 

Queues 
' Manages Outgoing and Received Packet 

Stack 
^ Fxplodes the fop Outgoing Message into 

Packets of Size 2()4S or U-ss 
> Handles DMA Chaining of Packets 
^ Istablishcs Path llinnigli Network and 

Iransmils Packet Data 

EXPLODE 
Packet Stack 

Packet 1 

Packet 2 

Packet 3 

Packet 4 

Fig. 6.6 Compute Node class refinement and operations. 

During the generation of a packet, a packet header is constmcted. The packet header 

(i.e., the Route List object) contahis the mformation for routing a packet through the 

sequence of crossbars from the source CN to the desthiation CN. The routmg hiformation 

is retrieved from the Routhig Table object withhi the given Network object. Via user 

selection, packets destmed for the same location may be dhect memory access (DMA) 

chamed together. EssentiaUy, DMA chaining provides a mechanism for transferring blocks 

of data to the same location without paymg the startup cost for each packet. Furthermore, 

the Compute Node object is responsible for mitiatmg the request for arbitration through the 

first terminal crossbar. Once access to the terminal crossbar is established, the crossbars 

are responsible for routmg the packet through the network to the desthiation. Fmally. when 

an active, transmitthig packet is suspended by another packet, the Compute Node object is 

responsible for generatmg a new packet composed ofthe unsent packet data. 
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6.3 UML Statecharts and Activhv Diagrams ofthe 
Simulator 

The UML statechart models are based on finite state machines using an extended 

Harel state chart notation with modifications to make them object-oriented [21]. A 

statechart diagram represents a state machine and iUustrates the sequence of states that an 

object goes through during hs life cycle. The states are represented by a rectangular box 

with rounded comers, and the transhions are represented by arrows coimectmg the states. 

The hutial (pseudo) state is shown as a smaU soUd filled dot representing any transhion to 

the enclosmg state [21]. A final (pseudo) state is shown as a smaU fUled dot enclose by a 

chcle representmg the activity m the enclosmg state [21]. In a state diagram, the 

occurrence of an event may trigger a state transition. 

A UML Activity model is a variation of a state machine in which the states are 

activities representhig the performance of operations, and the transitions are triggered b\ 

the completion of an event [21]. The purpose of an activity diagram is to focus on the 

flows driven by intemal processmg. Statecharts and not Activity Diagrams should be used 

in situations where asynchronous events occur. 

Fig. 6.7 shows a UML Activity model ofthe software simulator. The ovals represent 

action states, and the transitions, which are triggered by the end ofthe activitv', are depicted 

as lines with dhected arrows. A diamond represents a decision process. After the user 

enters information relatmg to the size ofthe network, the size ofthe STAP data cube, and 

the size ofthe process set, the simulator proceeds to buUd the network, the data cube, and 

the process set. Next, the simulator enables the appropriate settmg for phase 1 or phase 2 

communication traffic phase (described hi the foUowmg paragraph), DMA chammg, and 

CN or CE message traffic pattern. Once the mput parameters have been mitialized, the 

shnulator shnulates the designated traffic pattem and displays the thning resuhs. 
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Fig. 6.7 A UML Activity Model ofthe Simulator. 

The simulation ofthe network traffic is a complex and detaUed process. Therefore, 

the low-level details ofthe operation ofthe simulator will not be discussed. Nevertheless, 

the important control-flow aspects ofthe shnulation warrant explanation. The shnulator* s 

design incorporates a two-pass approach to simulathig the packet traffic in the network. 

During one simulation clock cycle, both passes are executed. The primary objectives ofthe 

first pass are to buUd the packets, allocate link and crossbar resources for the packets, and 

transfers the packet data for each CN. The second pass performs necessary clean-up work 

that must be accomplished for suspended and completed packets prior to the next 

simulation clock cycle for each CN. The shnulation process contmues untU aU the 

messages have been transferred. As previously stated, the order m which the enabled CNs 

are scanned, during each shnulation clock cycle, is random. SpecificaUy, prior to the 

execution of pass 1, during a given shnulation clock cycle, a new pseudo-random sequence 

ofthe CNs is generated, and CNs are scanned m that order. The CNs are also vished m 
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random order m pass 2, but the actual ordering ofthe vishs in this pass has no affect on the 

network performance. 

A combination ofthe Compute Node objects and the Crossbar objects are responsible 

for the transferring ofthe packets through the network. The CNs implement the two-pass 

shnulation architecture that is requhed to dehver a packet from hs source node to hs 

desthiation node. The crossbars handle the arbitration ofthe connections at the switches as 

well as the allocation of the hiterconnected links. A UML statechart best Ulustrates the 

process performed by each CN object (see Fig. 6.8). Fhst, an mstantiated CN object 

determmes if a current packet has aheady been removed from the packet stack. If so, the 

Compute Node object transitions to the Pass 1 state. In this view, the Pass 1 state is a 

superstate. (The states and transhions that occur durhig the shnulation of Pass 1 will be 

elaborated on later m this section.) Otherwise, the Packet Stack is evaluated for the 

existence of an avaUable packet. If the Packet Stack is not empty, the top packet is popped 

from the top of the stack and becomes the current packet. Afterwards, the CN object 

transitions to the Pass 1 state. An error code is generated if a faUure occurs during the 

poppmg ofthe Packet Stack. In cases where the Packet Stack is empty, the Message Queue 

is evaluated for avaUable messages. At this pohit, if the Message Queue is empty, the CN 

is tagged as completed, and control is passed back to the calling state. Otherwise, the top 

message is exploded hito packets of size 2048 data bytes or less, and the CN transhions to 

the Pop the Top of Stack state. As illustrated m the figure, a CN is tagged as done only 

when the both the Message Queue and Packet Stack are empty and a current packet does 

not exist. 
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Fig. 6.8 A UML Statechart ofthe Compute Node class shnulation Pass 1. 

The Compute Node statechart diagram of the operations executed during Pass 2 of 

the simulation is significantly more shnpUstic than that of Pass 1 (see Fig. 6.9). If a current 

packet exist, a transition to the Pass 2 superstate takes place. On the other hand, if there is 

not a current packet at the current CN, a transition to the exit state occurs. 
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Fig. 6.9 A UML Statechart ofthe Compute Node class shnulation Pass 2. 

One ofthe mahi objectives ofthe software simulator is to transfer data (i.e., packets) 

through the network. The transitions ofthe Packet objects detail the underlying operation 

ofthe shnulator. Fig. 6.10 illustrates the state diagram for a Packet object. The blue 

arrows represent transitions that can occur only durhig Pass 1 of the simulation, while 

transhions that take place durhig Pass 2 are hidicated by red arrows. Initially, a given 

packet begms m ehher the Start Up state or Ready state. Normally, a packet begms in the 

Start Up state; however, for cases where DMA chaming of packets to the same desthiation 

CN is utUized, the packet's hiitial state is Ready. A packet in the Ready state is ready for 

route arbitration to the desthiation node. After the packet header is constmcted, a packet hi 

the Start Up state transhions to the Ready state. A Ready packet may transhion to ehher an 

Active state, a Blocked state, or stay m the current state. A change to the Active state 

transphes only if the connection to the desthiation node is established. If the packet 

successfiiUy acquhes a partial path through the network but does not occupy a complete 

route to hs desthiation, the packet transhions to the Blocked state. Fhially, if the packet is 

unable to make any progression through the network, the packet remains hi the Ready state. 
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Fig. 6.10 A UML Statechart ofthe Packet class 

A Blocked packet is categorized as a packet that occupies at least one connection in 

the network but has yet to make a complete connection to hs final destination. A packet 

may be blocked for two reasons. Fhst, the exit port that the packet requhes at a particular 

crossbar is occupied by another packet, and the hardware arbitration algorithm does not 

allow for the suspension of that packet. Second, the shnulation clock cycle completed 

before the arbitration to the destination was achieved. A Blocked packet may transition to 

any of four possible states. It changes to the Active state if a connection to the desthiation 

node is established. A Blocked packet may also transition to the Suspended state if h is 

terminated by a another packet. If the currently blocked packet suspends another packet, 

the current packet transhions to the Wahmg for Kill state. Finally, a packet may remam m 

the Blocked state for the same two reasons that h first arrived m this state. 

A packet that is transmitthig hs contents is in the Active state. Throughout the 

transfer of packet data, the packet remahis in the Active state unless suspended. A packet 

m the Active state may be suspend by another packet based on the complicated hardware 

arbhration algorithms at the crossbar level. Once an Active packet transfers hs data, a 

transhion to the Completed state occurs. 
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Packets that are terminated prior to completion transhion to the Suspended state. 

WhUe m the Suspended state, packets that were previousl) Active requhe the constmction 

of a new packet whh the remaming data content. AddhionaUy. the connections occupied 

by the packet are freed during the next simulation clock c>'cle. and the newly formed 

packet transhions to the Start Up state. Packets arrivmg at the Suspended state that \\ere 

previously m the Blocked state are handled differently. Because none of the data was 

transferred, a new packet is not requhed; however, the packet header does requhe updatmg. 

After updating the packet header with new routmg uiformatiorL a transhion to the Start Up 

state occurs. 

FinaUy, packets m the Wait for KUl state are wahmg for a suspended packet to release 

hs occupied connections. During the pass 2, the wahing packet transhions to the Blocked 

state. Once in the Blocked state, the packet may be able to gain access to the nev* ly freed 

connections in the next clock cycle, but because this is a real-time system, there is no 

guarantee that the connection wiU be avaUable in the next clock cycle. For instance, 

another packet may aUocate the connection before the waitmg (now currently blocked) 

packet can occupy the connection. 

6.4 Implementation 

The software simulator was written in Java, although the design is language 

independent. Java was selected for its portabUity and the need for Intemet access to the 

simulator. The actual implementation, which is based on the design described in this 

section, was developed in Borland's JBuUder 1.0. Although the studies on network traffic 

described in the next chapter were conducted based on STAP algorithms, the simulator is 

designed to simulate any communication pattem requhement. That is, the simulator can 

take as mput any CE traffic matrix. After implementation, the sofh\are shnulator was 

extensively tested prior to the coUection of data. 
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CHAPTER VII 

PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL STUDIES 

Recalling that the objective of this research is the design and hnplementation a 

network shnulator to model the effect data mapping and communication scheduling has on 

the performance of a STAP algorhhm on the Mercury RACE system. Determming the 

optimal communication schedule of queued messages during the two phases of data re-

parthioning is beyond the scope of this research. In addhion to schedulhig, one could 

consider the complexity of determining the opthnal routing ofthe queued messages (recall 

that there are muhiple paths coimecthig pahs of CNs m the RACEway system). The goal 

of the research is not to solve these types of optimizations, but to simulate the effects 

different schedules and data mappmg have on performance. The scope of the research 

involved the hivestigation of the following four areas: process set configuration, CN and 

CE message traffic, adaptive routhig setthigs, and DMA chaining options. 

7.1 Process Set Configuration 

In a sub-cube bar partitioning approach, the STAP data cube is distributed to the 

avaUable CEs by parthioning the data cube hito sub-cube bars by applyhig a two-

dhnensional process set to the data cube. Before processmg can take place at the next 

phase, the data vectors must be re-distributed to form contiguous vectors of the next 

dimension. Five separate studies were conducted related to the size of a process set. Each 

shnulation hivolved recordhig both the phase 1 and phase 2 completion thnes for fifty 

randomly selected schedules. After these fifty completion times for each phase were 

collected, the resuhhig data was placed hi histogram format. 
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7.1.1 Performance Metric for a 3x12 and 4x12 Process Set 

Fig. 7.1 shows the thrdng resuhs coUected from both a 3JC12 and a 4x12 process set. 

For a 3x12 process set, which mcludes thhty-sk CEs or 12 CNs, the horizontal dhnension 

is 3, and the vertical dhnension is 12. Intuhively, a 4x12 process set contahis 16 CNs or 

48 CEs, and the horizontal dhnension is 4 while the 12 represents the vertical dimension. 

The notation above the illustrated graph, which is consistent throughout this chapter, 

defines the addhional parameters ofthe shnulation. The first label, CN, signifies that the 

message traffic pattem generated was CN traffic. The parameters of the STAP data cube 

are defined by the sizes of the range (R) dhnension, the pulse (P) dhnension, and the 

channel (C) dimension. For this simulation, an antenna array includmg sixteen channels 

obtahied two hundred range samples from a CPI of twenty-two pulses. Addhionally, 

adaptive routhig is used to adaptively route the packets that enter the child ports to an exit 

parent port. In this histance, the F parent port is evaluated prior to the E parent port (i.e., 

adaptive routhig, F first). The x-axis expresses the thne line in milliseconds, and the y-axis 

denotes the tallied appearance ofa particular thne interval. 
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Fig. 7.1: Phase 1 performance metric for a 3x12 and 4x12 process set 
with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F routing. 
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Notice that the communication thne for the 3x12 process set is zero. RecaU that each 

C^ contahis 3 CEs, so hi this case, the data requhed for the second processhig phase is 

located on the correct CN because the horizontal dhnension contahis exactly 3 CEs. For 

the CN 16 case, where the horizontal dhnension contahis 4 CEs, communication is requhed 

before processhig ofthe next dhnension can commence. In this histance, the 4x12 process 

set is outperformed by the 3x12 process set. 

An examination of the communication times for the second comer-tum reveals a 

different outcome (see Fig. 7.2). In this shnulation, the communication times are quhe 

simUar, although the CN 12 configuration agam records the smallest thne by approximately 

.25ms. Intuitively, the CN 12 configuration has fewer messages to communication because 

there are fewer processors and more data locate at each CN. However, m the CHSI 16 case, 

the STAP data is distributed to more processors, which resuhs m a larger number of 

messages during the phase 2 comer-tum distribution ofthe data. 
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Fig. 7.2: Phase 2 performance metric for a 3x12 and 4x12 process set 
with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F routhig. 
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7.1.2 Performance Metric for a 6x4 and 4x6 Process Set 

Fig. 7.3 iUustrates the phase 1 shnulation thning resuhs obtahied for an 8 CN system 

configured whh the STAP data cube parthioned by a 6x4 and a 4x6 process set. In this 

example, the communication pattem for the 6x4 process set records the same thne for each 

heration. Because the horizontal dimension is a factor of three, the communication pattem 

is a more predictable. In the first phase, CEs are sendmg messages to other CEs m the 

same row (i.e., the horizontal dimension). Addhionally. because the data cube size is 

particularly large (i.e.. 800 range samples, 32 pulses, and 22 channels), the messages are of 

significant size, which translates to a high number of packets sent from the same source 

node to the same destination node. Furthermore, there is only one message m the outgoing 

queue of each CN, so the number of possible orderings at each CN is one. Unfortunately, 

this is not the case with the 4x6 process set. In this instance, there is more than 1 message 

in the outgoing queues, and the messages are not uniform in size, resulting in a more 

diverse recordmg of completed simulation times. 
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Fig. 7.3: Phase 1 performance metric for a 6x4 and 4x6 process set 
with range: 800, pulses: 32, channels: 22, and adaptive E routhig. 
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In contrast to the different communication thnes m phase 1. the thnes m phase 2 ha\ e 

less variation between the two process sets (see Fig. 7.4). Furthermore, the completion 

thnes for phase 2 are a factor of 3 to 4 greater than phase 1 thnes because there is more data 

to distribute m this phase. In feet, the phase 2 communication dominates the total 

completion thne for each case presented m this chapter. This simulation reveals that the 

6x4 process set size would yield the shortest total completion time. 
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Fig. 7.4: Phase 2 performance metric for a 6x4 and 4x6 process set 
with range: 800, pulses: 32, channels: 22, and ad^tive E routmg. 

7.1.3 Performance Metric for a 12x3. 9x4, 6x6. and 4x9 

Process Set 

The object of this shnulation is to Ulustrate, for a given 12 CN system configuration, 

the effects the process set choice can have on performance. Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 display the 

shnulation thnmg resuhs for a 12x3. 9x4, 6x6, and 4x9 process set for communication 

phases 1 and 2, respectively. For a 6x6 process set, the communication pattem for phase 1 

is very regular which resuhs m a low degree of variation ofthe recorded completion thne. 
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In addhion, the 4x9 process set performs better m phase 1 than both the 12x3 and 9x4 

process set. Furthermore, this shnulation unveUed that the phase 1 communication 

benefited from lower horizontal dhnension process set value. However, h is important to 

note that this may not be tme for aU horizontal cases (i.e., data cube sizes, routhig, options, 

etc.). 
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Fig. 7.5: Phase 1 performance metric for a 12x3, 9x4, 6x6. and 4x9 
process set with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F 
routhig. 

In phase 2, the variation of completion thnes ranged from 2.9 to 3.75 miUiseconds, 

with the 12x3 process set on average performing poorest. The 4x9 arrangement of 

compute elements registers the lowest communication thne, whUe the remahiing three 

process sets recorded slightly higher times. 

Once a process set is selected, the dimension sizes ofthe process set may not change 

between phases 1 and 2. Recall that phase 2 communication depends on the resuhant 

communication of phase 1. So a change hi the dimension ofthe phase 2 process set does 
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not reflect the actual location of the source data. As a resuh, the process sets whh the 

lowest thnes for comer-tum communication phases 1 and 2 must have the same process set. 

However, the orderhig of the CEs whhm the stmcture of the process could be ahered 

between phases. 
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Fig. 7.6: Phase 2 performance metric for a 12x3, 9x4, 6x6, and 4x9 
process set with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F 
routhig. 

7.1.4 Performance Metric for a 3x12, 12x3, and 4x9 
Process Set 

One ofthe possible process sets neglected m Section 7.1.3 was the 3x12 set. The 

3x12 process set was not mcluded m the above section because ofthe limited graphing 

space. The 3x12 process set requhes no communication during the phase 1 

communication cycle due to the dhnensions of the process set (see Fig. 7.7). The 

horizontal dimension of the process set corresponds to the number of available CEs on a 
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given CN: as a resuh, the data requhed for both range compression and Doppler fihering 

are currently avaUable on the same CN. In this histance, there is no data transfer 

requhement for phase 1. The 12x3 and 4x9 process set, which are elaborated on m 

Section 7.1.3. are include here for comparison only. 
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Fig. 7.7: Phase 1 performance metric for a 3x12, 12x3. and 4x9 
process set with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F 
routing. 

In the second comer-tum phase, the 3x12 partitionmg ofthe data cube also performs 

the data redistribution hi the shortest period (see Fig. 7.8). Recallmg from Section 7.1.3. 

the 4x9 process set was the best overaU performer; nevertheless, the 4x9 process set is, on 

average, roughly a miUisecond slower con:q)ared to the 3x12 process set m phase 2. In 

addhion. because the 3x12 process set does not requhe communication m the first phase, h 

is the best process set for the listed problem parameters. 
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Fig. 7.8: Phase 2 performance metric for a 3x12, 12x3. and 4x9 
process set with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F 
routing. 

7.1.5 Performance Metric for a 12x4, 8x6, and 4x12 
Process Set 

The final process set performance metric compares a subset of the possible process 

set combinations for a 16 CN system. If the minimum sized dimension ofa process set is 

2, the number of possible process set size combinations is 10. For iUustration purposes, 

only a subset ofthe possible process sets is presented for a set of fixed problem parameters. 

Fig. 7.9 shows the phase 1 communication thnes recorded for a 12x4, 8x6. and 4x12 

process set. In phase one, there is shghtly less than a 50% difference m the separation 

between that shortest and longest time recorded. As iUustrated m the graph, the 

4x12 process set is, on average, approximately 20% faster than the 8x6 process set and 

28%) percent faster than the 12x4 process set. The 8x6 has a longer mterval of recorded 
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completed thnes, which hidicates that the orderhig (i.e.. the scheduling) ofthe messages 

hnpacts the performance of this process set more than the others. 

Process Set - Phase 1 
(CN:16, R:200, P:22, C:16, Routing:F) 

20 
18 
16 
14 

** 12 
c 
3 o 10 
^ 8 

0 1 I 7 \ / ^ ^S 
0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 

Time (ms) 

1.2 1.3 

• CN 16(12x47 

• CN 16 (8x6) 

CN 16(4x12)1 

Fig. 7.9: Phase 1 performance metric for a 12x4, 8x6, and 4x12 process 
set with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F routing. 

The 4x12 process set also produces the best completion thne for the phase 2 

communication pattem (see Fig. 7.10). In fact, the performance increase is almost thirty 

percent. The 12x4 and 8x6 process sets generate comparable resuhs during phase 2. but 

each are roughly 1 to 1.25 ms slower hi the best case. In addhion, there is around a 1 ms 

variation m completion thnes which hidicates message orderhig affects performance. 
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Process Set - Phase 2 
(CN:16, R:200, P:22, C:16, Routing:F) 

3.5 4 4.5 

Time (ms) 

5.5 

CN 16 (12x4) 

CN 16(8x6) 

CN 16(4x12) 

Fig. 7.10: Phase 2 performance metric for a 12x4, 8x6, and 4x12 
process set with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F 
routing. 

7.2 Compute Node and Compute Element Traffic 
Investigation 

The simulator is capable of generatmg either compute node traffic or compute 

element traffic. Messages from the same CN to the same desthiation CN are combhied to 

form one message hi a CN traffic approach to message generation. In contrast to CN 

traffic, each CE generates its own message to the desthiation CE, and messages to the same 

"CN desthiation" are not combined together in a CE traffic approach. In general, CN 

traffic contahis larger and fewer messages than CE traffic. Shnulations involving CE 

traffic contahi more messages but each message is smaUer. Three distmct mvestigations 

were conducted related CN and CE traffic. As m Section 7.1, each shnulation mvolved 

recordhig both the phase 1 and phase 2 completion thnes for fifty shnulations. After the 

fifty completion thnes for each phase were coUected, the resulthig data was placed m a 

histogram format. 
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7.2.1 Message Traffic Performance Metric for 16 CN 
(12x4) Configuration 

A message traffic hivestigation of a 16 CN system whh a 12x4 process set 

configuration is provided m Fig. 7.11. From the graph, the CE traffic is approxhnately 

10%) faster than the CN traffic on average. In a CN traffic approach to message generation, 

the larger messages tend to aUocate the same path through the network for longer back-to-

back periods. However, when CE traffic is utilized, there is an mcrease in the number of 

messages, but the messages are smaller. By having more messages, the number of possible 

orderings hi the outgohig queues mcrease. Addhionally, because the messages are smaller 

and the orderings more diverse, the same CN is not necessary requesthig a connection to 

the same desthiation node repeatedly. Furthermore, notice the variation in communication 

thnes for CE traffic. This hidicates that the ordering ofthe messages m the queues affects 

the completion thne ofthe communication pattern 
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Message Traffic - Phase 1 
(CN:16, X:12, Y:4, R:400, P:22, C:16, Routing:EF) 

2.1 2.2 2.3 

Time (ms) 

• CN Traffic 

• CE Traffic 

2.4 2.5 

Fig. 7.11: Phase 1 message traffic performance metric for a 16 CN (12x4) 
configuration with range: 400, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive E/F 
routing. 

The phase 2 message traffic resuhs for the same set of parameters are opposhe of 

phase 1 (see Fig. 7.12). In phase 2, the CN traffic appears to dommate the CE traffic. In 

fact, the CE traffic is approxhnately 25%) slower than the CN traffic. For this scenario, h 

would be possible and advisable to employ a CE distribution of messages hi phase 1, and a 

CN deployment of messages hi phase 2. Also worth mentionmg hi the phase 2 CN 

message traffic resuhs is the variation m completion thne. This agam hidicates that the 

ordermg ofthe outgomg messages is correlated to the completion thne. 
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Message Traffic - Phase 2 
(CN:16, X:12, Y:4, R:400, P:22, C:16, Routing:EF) 

• CN Traffic 

• CE Traffic 

15 20 

Time (ms) 

25 

Fig. 7.12: Phase 2 message traffic performance metric for a 16 CN (12x4) 
configuration with range: 400, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive E/F 
routhig. 

7.2.2 Message Traffic Performance Metric for 16 CN 
(6x8) Configuration 

In Section 7.2.1, the CN and CE traffic was examined for a 16 CĤJ system configured 

with a 12x4 process set. In this section, a 16 CN system is studied, but the process set 

configuration is 6x8. Fig. 7.13 Ulustrates the resuhs from the phase 1 comer-tum ofthe 

STAP data cube. In this scenario, the thnes for CN and CE message traffic m phase 1 are 

ahnost identical. In addhion, the completion thne for the 6x8 process set is approxhnately 

60% faster than for the 12x4 process set m Section 7.2.1. 
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Message Traffic - Phase 1 
(CN:16, X:6, Y:8, R:400, P:22, C:16, Routing:EF) 

• CN Traffic 

• CE Traffic 

0.851 0.852 

Time (ms) 

0.853 0.854 

Fig. 7.13: Phase 1 message traffic performance metric for a 16 CN (6x8) 
configuration with range: 400, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive E/F 
routing. 

As m Section 7.2.1, the CN traffic performs better than the CE traffic in phase 2 (see 

Fig. 7.14). On average, the CN traffic is approximately 30%o quicker than the CE traffic. 

The variation hi the CN traffic completion thnes also mdicates that the ordermg of the 

messages in the queues at each compute node is related to the performance of the 

communication pattem. 
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Fig. 7.14: Phase 2 message traffic performance metric for a 16 CN (6x8) 
configuration with range: 400, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive E/F 
routhig. 

7.2.3 Message Traffic Performance Metric for 12 CN 
(6x6) Configuration 

In the previous two hivestigations, the communication phase prior to QR-

Decomposhion (i.e., phase 2), was best suhed to CN traffic. However, this scenario wiU 

reveal that CE traffic could be best served for the phase 2 comer-tum. Fig. 7.15 illustrates 

the differences recorded m the completion times of both CN and CE traffic for a 12 CĤ  

system with a 6x6 process set configuration. In this example, the CE traffic is only 

slightly slower than the CN traffic m phase 1. In fact, the overaU difference is less than 

1%. 
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Message Traffic - Phase 1 
(CN:12, X:6, Y:6, R:800, P:32, C:22, Routing:E) 

• CN Traffic 

• CE Traffic 

4.95 4.9505 4.951 4.9515 

Time (ms) 

4.952 

Fig. 7.15: Phase 1 message traffic performance metric for a 12 CN (6x6) 
configuration with range: 800, pulses: 32, channels: 22, and adaptive E 
routhig. 

In phase 2, the best completion thnes for both CN and CE traffic are approximately 

identically (see Fig. 7.16). In the above two examples, the CN traffic clearly out performed 

the CE traffic. For this example, the number of CNs, the size of the data cube, and the 

arrangement ofthe process set were ahered to demonstrate that CE traffic, under the right 

condhions, could prove valuable during the phase 2 communication. In this simulation, the 

resuhs hidicate that the number of CNs, size ofthe STAP data cube, and the layout ofthe 

process set significantly affects the message traffic performance of communication phases 

on the Mercury network. In addhion, there is a 10% variation in the completion thnes for 

the CN traffic. Consequently, the ordermg ofthe messages can both hnprove and degrade 

the communication performance. 
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Message Traffic - Phase 2 
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Fig. 7.16: Phase 2 message traffic performance metric for a 12 CN (6x6) 
configuration with range: 800, pulses: 32, channels: 22. and adaptive E 
routhig. 

7.3 Adaptive Routing Configurations 

An adaptive routing technique may be used to route packets through the connections 

at each crossbar. Packets exithig one ofthe parent ports may be routed to the other parent 

port if the first port is not fi-ee and ad^tive routhig is used. Because each crossbar contams 

two parent ports, the adaptive routmg option may be set to evaluate ehher E or F first. 

AddhionaUy, a combhiation of both adaptive E and adaptive F could be used to arbhrate 

packets through the mterconnection of crossbars. The foUowhig sections iUustrate the 

effects of adaptive routhig on the communication thne. As before, each shnulation hivolved 

recordhig both the phase 1 and phase 2 completion thnes for fifty shnulations. 
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7.3.1 Adaptive Routhig Performance Metric 1 for a 16 CN 
(8x6) Configuration 

In the first simulation, a 16 CN system configured with an 8x6 process set was 

studied. The STAP data cube size for this shnulation was eight hundred range bms, thhty-

two pulses, and twenty-two channels. For this shnulation the combination of adaptive E 

and adaptive F routing recorded the shortest communication times (see Fig. 7.17). 

Addhionally, the adaptive E/F configuration accounted for the smallest completion thne 

interval. When configured with adaptive E routing only, the simulation record the widest 

variation in completion times. Agam, this indicates that the schedulhig of the messages 

impacts the performance ofthe communication pattem. 

Adaptive Routing - Phase 1 
(CN:16, X:8, Y:6, R:800, P:32, 0:22) 

•Adaptive E 

•Adaptive F 

•Adaptive E/F 

8 9 10 11 

Time (ms) 

12 13 

Fig. 7.17: Phase 1 adaptive routmg performance metric for a 16 CN 
(8x6) configuration with range: 800, pulses: 32, and channels: 22. 

In the second phase of communication, the adaptive E/F routmg outperforms the 

other two adaptive routhig options (see Fig. 7.18). The adaptive E/F routhig completed, on 

average, 5 ms faster than adaptive F routmg (i.e., approxhnately a 15%) decrease) and 10 
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ms faster than adaptive E routmg (i.e., approximately a 25% decrease). The adaptive E 

routing completed last. This is primarily due to the two hardware priority arbitration 

algorithms at the crossbars. Packets entering port F are given a higher hardware priority 

than those entering port E. For this shnulation, a combhiation of adapti\e ET routmg 

produces the smaUest completion times for both phase 1 and 2. 

i 

Adaptive Routing - Phase 2 
( CN:16, X:8, Y:6, R:800, P:32, C:22) 

26 

•Adaptive E 

•Adaptive F 

•Adaptive E/F 

31 36 

Time (ms) 

41 46 

Fig. 7.18: Phase 2 adaptive routmg performance metric for a 16 CN 
(8x6) configuration with range: 800, pulses: 32, and channels: 22. 

7.3.2 Adaptive Routing Performance Metric 2 for a 16 CN 

(8x6) Ck)iifiguration 

By applying a sUght modification to the shnulation parameters m Section 7.3.1. 

different thning results were obtahied. In this shnulation, the mput parameters ofthe STAP 

data cube were modified to produce a smaUer data sample. In this case, the range samples 

were reduced to four hundred, the pulses to t\vent>-two. and the channels to sixteen. As a 

result ofthe changes, the adaptive E/F routmg approaches the completion thnes of adaptive 

E and F routhig m both phases (see Figs. 7.19 and 7.20), although the adaptive E'F 
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combination stiU records the shortest thne for each phase. In addhion, the adaptive E 

routing options conthiued to account for the longest completion thnes. 

Adaptive Routing - Phase 1 
(CN:16, X:8, Y:6, R:400, P:22, C:16) 

•Adaptive E 

•Adaptive F 

•Adaptive E/F 

Fig. 7.19: Phase 1 adaptive routhig performance metric for a 16 CN 
(8x6) configuration with range: 400, pulses: 22, and channels: 16. 
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Adaptive Routing - Phase 2 
(CN:16, X:8, Y:6, R:400, P:22, C:16) 

o 
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•Adaptive F 

• Adaptive E/F 

9 10 11 

Time (ms) 

Fig. 7.20: Phase 2 adaptive routing performance metric for a 16 CN 
(8x6) configuration with range: 400, pulses: 22, and channels: 16. 

7.4 DMA Chaming Options 

Dhect Memory Access (DMA) block transfers may be utUized to send muhiple 

packets to the same destination CN. When packets destmed for the same location are 

DMA chained together, only the first packet is assessed the DMA start up thne, which is 

requhed to start the DMA controUer. The remaining packets do not incur a start up cost, 

and proceed dhectly to the route arbitration state. Three disthict investigations were 

conducted related to DMA chainhig. Each ofthe three simulations generate CE traffic. CE 

traffic was selected because h tends to create more, but smaller messages than CN traffic. 

Each simulation hivolved recordhig both the phase 1 and phase 2 completion times for fifty 

simulations. 
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7.4.1 DMA Chahung Performance Metric 1 for a 24 CE 

(8x3) Configuration 

In the first DMA chammg hivestigation, the parameters of the system studied 

mcluded twenty-four CEs, an 8x3 process set, two hundred range samples, t\vent\-u\o 

pulses, skteen channels, and adaptive F first routmg. Fig. 7.21 Ulustrates the thnmg resuhs 

coUected fi-om the shnulator with DMA chammg enabled and disabled. Under these 

condhions, the DMA chaming option has only a Ihnited effect on the thning resuhs. 

DisabUng the DMA chaming for this scenario achieves the shortest completion thne. 

Furthermore, each option contams a disparity of approximately .3 ms m recorded 

completion times. The variation is a product of message ordering prior to communication. 

This alone suggests that the ordering of the messages mfluences the performance of the 

communication pattem. 

DMA Chaining - Phase 1 
(CE:24, X:8, Y:3, R:200, P:22, C:16, Routing:F) 

3 
O 

o 

1.7 

• Cliaining 

• No Chaining 

1.8 1.9 

Time (ms) 

2.1 

Fig. 7.21: Phase 1 DMA chaming performance metric for a 24 CE (8x3 ) 
configuration with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adapti\e F 
routhig. 
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The phase 2 communication details yield a simUar results (see Fig. 7.22). The overall 

performance for both DMA chaining enabled and disabled are comparable. In this 

instance, the shortest possible completion time is recorded by both options. In addhion, the 

average completion time for no chaming is approximately .2 ms better than with chaining 

enabled. 

DMA Chaining - Phase 2 
(CE:24, X:8, Y:3, R:200, P:22, 0:16, RoutingiF) 

2.5 

' Chaining 

-No Chaining 

2.7 2.9 3.1 

Time (ms) 

3.3 3.5 

Fig. 7.22: Phase 2 DMA chaming performance metric for a 24 CE (8x3) 
configuration with range: 200, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F 
routmg. 
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7.4.2 DMA Chaining Performance Metric 2 for a 24 CE 

(8x3) Configuration 

In section 7.4.1, DMA chaining had only a smaU effect on the performance ofthe 

communication pattem. The second performance metric involved investigatmg the same 

hardware configuration (i.e., a twenty-four CE system, an 8x3 process set, and adaptive F 

first routhig) but with a larger data cube. Increasing the size of the data cube equates to 

increasmg the amount of packets transmitted during comer-tum phases. The resuhs of 

hicreasmg the data cube range parameter fi*om two hundred to four hundred for both phases 

of communication are illustrated hi Figs. 7.23 and 7.24. In each phase, disablmg the DMA 

block transfers accounted for the shortest completion thne. For this shnulation 

configuration, packets chained together tended to occupy the same connection path 

repeatedly. Consequently, certam packets remained blocked until the enthe DMA block 

transfer was completed. Disablmg the DMA chaining yielded a greater diversity of packets 

successfiiUy arbitrating through the network. Finally, the variation in recorded completion 

thnes for each phase signifies the importance ofthe outgoing order of messages. 
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DMA Chaining - Phase 1 
(CE:24, X:8, Y:3, R:400, P:22, C:16, Routing:F) 

3.4 

Chaining 

No Chaining 

3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 

Time (ms) 

3.9 4.1 

Fig. 7.23: Phase 1 DMA chaining performance metric for a 24 CE (8x3) 
configuration with range: 400, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F 
routing. 
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DMA Chaining - Phase 2 
(CE:24, X:8, Y:3, R:400, P:22, C:16, RoutingiF) 

5.2 5.7 6.2 

Time (ms) 

6.7 

Fig. 7.24: Phase 2 DMA chaining performance metric for a 24 CE (8x3) 
configuration with range: 400, pulses: 22, channels: 16, and adaptive F 
routmg. 

7.4.3 DMA Chammg Performance Metric 3 for a 24 CE 

(8x3 ) Configuration 

The third and final performance metric involved investigatmg the same hardware 

configuration (i.e., a twenty-four CE system, an 8x3 process set, and adaptive F first 

routhig) but with a larger data cube size than ehher ofthe first two investigations. Again, 

increasing the size ofthe data cube equates to mcreasing the amount of data communicated 

durhig comer-tum phases. The resuhs of mcreasmg all three of the data cube parameters 

for both phases of communication are illustrated m Figs. 7.25 and 7.26. In both cases, 

DMA block chammg significantly hnproved the performance of data transfers. The 

disparhy between the completion thnes illustrates the fact that message order effects the 

communication performance whether DMA chahimg is enabled or not. 
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DMA Chaining - Phase 1 
(CE:24, X:8, Y:3, R:800, P:32, C:22, Routing:F) 
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• No Chaining: 
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Fig. 7.25: Phase 1 DMA chaining performance metric for a 24 CE (8x3) 
configuration with range: 800, pulses: 32, channels: 22, and adaptive F 
routmg. 
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DMA Chaining - Phase 2 
(CE:24, X:8, Y:3, R:800, P:32, C:22, RoutingiF) 
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Fig. 7.26: Phase 2 DMA chammg performance metric for a 24 CE (8x3) 
configuration with range: 800, pulses: 32. charmels: 22. and adapti\e F 
routing. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS 

Achieving real-time performance for STAP algorithms on paraUel embedded s} stems 

Uke the Mercury RACE muhicomputer, largely depends two major issues. Fhst is 

determining the best method for distributhig the 3-D STAP data cube across CNs. 

composed of muhiple processors, ofthe muhiprocessor system (i.e., the mappmg strategy). 

Second is determining the scheduling of communications prior to Doppler fihering and 

weight computation and beamforming. In general, STAP algorithms contam three phases 

of processmg, one for each dimension ofthe data cube (i.e., range, pulse, and channel). 

During each phase of processhig, the vectors along the dimension of interest are distributed 

as equaUy as possible among the CNs for paraUel processmg. In a sub-cube bar approach. 

before processing can take place at the next phase, the data vectors must be re-distributed to 

form contiguous vectors ofthe next dimension. 

Determining the optimal communication schedule of queued messages durmg the two 

phases of data re-partitioning may be classified as an NP-hard problem. The goal of the 

research was to model (through simulation) the effects associated \\ hh how data is mapped 

onto the CNs of the Mercury system using a sub-cube parthioning approach and how the 

data transfers are scheduled. 

Chapter VI described the design and implementation ofthe network simulator for the 

RACE system. Chapter VQ provided numerical studies of a subset of the data recorded 

fi-om shnulation scenarios mvestigated. In general, five parameters can be modified to 

produce different resuhs fi-om the shnulator. The five parameters are: the data cube size. 

the process set size, the DMA chahimg options, the adapti\ e routmg options, and CN or CE 

message traffic. Investigatmg aU possible combmations of the abo\e shnulation 

parameters is far beyond the scope of this work. However, the resuhs obtamed Ulustrate 

the hnportance a network shnulator m mvestigatmg the effects of communication on 

performance. 
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Ahhough used here to study the communication times for parallel STAP algorithms, 

the simulator is generic enough to be used to predict communication thnes for any 

communication pattem. The simulator is very complex and; its hnplementation requhed 

over 6500 lines of Java code. Future work will involve systematic approaches to parameter 

selection for optimizing performance. 
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